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THE
ANALYSIS.

1932

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE
SCHOOL
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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To
John

Lockwood

we respectfully dedicate

THE ANALYSIS
in appreciation
his untiring

effort

of
and

paternal fellowship
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MR.

LOCKWOOD

is in his thirty-second

year as a

teacher and through all these years he has maintained
the full esteem of every fellow

who

has known

him. Still

though there has been that strictness in his classes that has
made him stand out as a true faculty member.

In the moments

outside of classes there is always a group of fellows
for him for council.
philosopher
gained

His good advice has been as that of a

and never been wrong,

by wide

types of men.

experience

and the association

with

all

of youth,

youths' mistakes and pranks, thus we

a vivid

and rare personality

found in future associates.
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for his judgments are

He is young in his understandings

and never harsh with
leave him, with

looking

seldom to be

JOHN LOCKWOOD
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THEANALYSISSTAFF
Editor-in-Chief
R. W. BAINES
AssociateEditor and CirculationManager
FELIXA. BENZONI
Business
and AdvertisingManager
JOHN B. FARRELL
AssociateAdvertisingand Business
Manager
ROBERTC. BOGER,JR.
Socialsand Athletics
NORMAN I. FRIDLINGTON
JOHN CHURRY
Humor
ROBERTALDERMAN

ALVIN T. ROWLAND

AssistantCirculationManager
S. A. GERSTON
Art
WILLIAM H. LISTER
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APPRECIATION
TO

RICHARDS. COX
OUR ADVISER
AND
GOOD FRIEND
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RICHARD S. COX
Professor in charge of Jacquard Design and Color Work
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PREFACE
WE

HAVE

toiled, tried to co-operate

we lay down

our dforts.

that the records are accurate.

and now

We sincerely hope

The book contains the

amusing and outstanding events that we as a sta~ carry
out into life.

Perhaps our vision has been blurred and

missed some features,
humor, we hope, will
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for this we

apologize.

The

be looked upon fairly and may

it be appreciated

to the fullest, with

The rest lies with

public opinion.

malice to none.

CONTENTS
I. FACULTY
II. SENIORS
Ill. JUNIORS
IV. FRESHMEN
V. NIGHT SCHOOL
VI. FRATERNITY
VII. WHO'S WHO
VIII. SOCIAL
IX. ATHLETICS
X. HUMOR
XI. ADVERTISEMENTS
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THECLUBROOM

FACULTY

'R'l!fS~

GREETINGS
BE

IT understood,

D desires
of the

the

Director

to take advantage of this privi-

leged opportunity
ber

that

to extend to each mem-

outgoing

Class of 1932, his best

wishes and hopes for success of each individual

in his particularly

industrial

endeavor,

chosen field of

be it along

the lines

of Chemistry, Dyeing or any of the numerous
fields of textiles
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E.W. FRANCE
Director of the School
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BRADLEY

C.

ALGEO,

Assistant Director

Professor in charge of Weave Formation, Analysis and Structure
of Fabrics
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ELMER
C. BERTOLET
Professor in charge of Chemistry, Dyeing and Printing
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DEAR

FRIENDS:
It is with

sincere regret that I leave you, especially

out finishing the term. Facing you the last two days, with
edge that I would

no longer have that privilege,

withknowl-

was quite

an

ordeal.
However,

I shall not forget you and hope you will

tate to call on me any time with
impossibility

of writing

you

your problems.

individually

not hesiregret the

to express my thanks

for good wishes for my future, also for the very generous gift.
In farewell

I wish each of you a great measure of success 1n

your chosen callings.
Sincerely,
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GEORGE G. BYLER
Instrnctor of Chemistry
EORGE BYLER was a man who seemed vo11ng like ourselves,
wa always interested in the student ;ctivities.
He was
never too busy to give aid whether it pertained to school or general
knowledge. Thus,-it
was with great regret that we saw him l<:>ave
us. Though we wish him back we also wish him the best of luck in
his new field, but still we know that we shall mi s him greatly as a
teacher and a friend.

G
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HOWARD A. WALTER
Assistant Professor in charge
of Chemistry and Dyeing.

PERCIV \.L THEEL
Instructor in Chemistry and
Dyeing.
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JOHN LOCKWOOD
Instructor in charge of 1Vool
Carding and Spinning, JVorstecl
Drmcing and Spinning.

JOSEPH E. GOODAYAGE
Instructor in Dyeing, Bleaching and Printing.

Paye T1cenly-011c

WILLIAM PFEIFFER
Instructor in charge of Power

JVeai-ing and related branches.

Instructor in charge of C'otton
Carding and Spinning, 8illc
M amif acl11re and
Hosiery
Knitting.
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WJLLTA1\1A. McLAIN
Instructor in charge of Elementary Weaving and related
hrancltes.

FRANKL.

GIESE

Instructor in TVeave Formation, Analysis and Strncture of
Fabrics.
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ERCAL KAISER
Instructor in Jacquard Design and C'olor II'ork.

W'.\1. B. WlLLIA:i\1SOX

Instructor in Wool OradinyFinishing.
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JOHN W. FRANCE
Elementary
in
Assistant
Weaving and related branches.

RALPH DUNKELBERGER
Instructor in Free Hand
Drawing and F\gured Design.
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ALAN G. MARQUART
Assistant in Wool Carding
and Spinning, TVorsted Drawing and Spinning.

ROBERT J. REILLY
Assistant in Power Weaving
and related branches.
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ERVIN WILMER
Assistant in Power TVeaving
and related branches.
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CONGRATULATIONS

A

GAIN

we extend our com-

pliments to E. W.
upon the completion
seventh

year

Philadelphia
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France

of his forty-

as Director
Textile School.

of

the

SENIORCLASSOFFICERS
President
FELIXA. BENZONI
Vice-President
JOHN R. DYERJR.
,
Secretary
ALVIN T. ROWLAND
Treasurer
MICHAEL R. MAKSIM
Athletic Director
JOHN CHURRY
ClassHistorian
GEORGEDECNYF,JR.
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THIRD
YEAR
REGULAR

REGULARCOURSEHISTORY
1929-1930

]I

N SEPTEMBER
of 1929 on a bright "Indian Summer Day" a group of
ill-at-ease fellows, numbering twenty-nine, entered the Philadelphia Textile
School. This was the beginning of three years of work, study and fun
for these future designers and leaders of the textile industry.
The dreaded
arithmetic was passed by everyone and the work for the year was soon under way.
The first man to take us in hand was l\fr. Giese, who aided us in i-electing
our necessary equipment at the stockroom. Mr. E. ,v. France gave the group
a short encouraging heart-to-heart talk and explained to us the traditions of
"Philly Tech."
Mr. Algeo, a business-like friendly gentleman, gave us all ample
time to choose a partner and helped straighten out our twisted and bewildered
brain cell . These were soon in workiug order on a level basis and work began.
The class, under Mr. Algeo and his able assistant, Mr. Gie e, was taught
,veave Formation in simple fabric lines. Mr. Kaiser and Mr. Cox made a good
job of teaching Color Harmony and a great deal of benefit was derived thereof.
"Spinning Lav" as it was often called, wa under the supervision of l\Ir.
K aab. It was in this laboratory that the mysteries of yarn and thread making
were unraveled.
By the end of the year a thorough understanding was firmly
imbedded in our minds as to the operations from carding to reeling.
In our clreade<l Chemistry we were placed under the charge of l\1r. Byler,
"·hose a blc tutoring was a great aid to all. However, our technique was not so
good at first, for frequently the crash of breaking glass apparatus was heard in
the laboratory.
Nevertheless our clever professor worked wonders with us and
by the end of the year we were all justly proud possessors of some knowledge of
Chemistry and a book of syllabus experiments completely worked out during the
year.
Mr. McLain and '·Daddy" France aided us in securing in our minds the
fundamentals of warp preparation and weaving. This was the jolliest ses ion
of all with harmonious strains of a quartet echoing frequently clown the hallway.
School was not half bad and we certainly knew it.
l\1r. Alego assisted again hy l\Ir. Giese took u. and gave us the low-down of
Fabric Analysis, while Mr. Cox and l\Ir. Kaiser tutored the primary studies of
Jacquard weaving.
An aid in this subject was freehand drawing with Mr. Dunkelberger in charge, which proved quite trying and tedious to some and to the others,
interesting.
A Freshman Dance as a welcome, was given in our honor at the Hotel Adelphia
and a good time was had by all.
Farrell and Lanier showed great perseverance by living at the Y. l\l. C. A.
for the whole year. The night walker of the class was none other than Bennett
Page 'l'ltirty-lwo

who decided at the end of the year, to resume his studies at Harvard because
the Philadelphia streets were too short for night walking. This ambitious boy
was not the only one to leave at this time, however, because "Bubber" Lanier,
Everyone passed the final
Roos, and the "Kanuck" also departed.
"Fatstuff"
examinations and with the bright summer months of leisme in view we all parted
for home sweet home and the various other things of attractive forces.

1930-1931
September 18th of 1930 brought the majority of us back to school but the
Ample room for conabsence of those who did not return ·was very noticeable.
gregating was found at "Maw Green's" on Fifteenth Street where the fellows of
the regular course gathered to discuss vacation activities along with Kelly's
affairs of the heart and Beanzi's increased list of girl friends. It was here that
Beanzi was inaugurated Chief Skull Steerer amidst great joking and laughter.
Mr. Algeo, the same kind, strict gentleman and Mr. Giese delved into double
cloths this year and a tough battle for knowledge and prevention of errors was
had by all. With this increased difficulty considerable anxiety was created in our
hearts when examinations were due.
The sample books sho,Yed considerable improvement over the ones turned
in during our Freshman year. Mr. Bertolet and Mr. Goodavage continued to
principles of dyeing, while Mr. Byler aided us
enlighten in the fundamental
greatly in learning the qualitative end of inorganic Chemistry.
In the power weave room "Chris" Pfeiffer and his chief bouncer W'ilmer
taught us what was what and why it was that way. The least to say is that
there were no misunderstandings with these brawny fellows and we also learned
the truth of "Deeds Not Words" as a slogan.
Cutting cards and Jacquard weaving proved to be interesting as well a
difficult. However, the boys enjoyed doing their assigned tasks and much bem•fit
was derived thereof.
Sore fingers were plentiful when wool and worsted began because making
mixes and stripping cards was difficult until we cultivated the technique required.
The mule, Mr. Lockwood said, would not hurt good workers but was not very
kind to those who shunned work. Everyone was on his toes and ready to go at
all times.
Breakage fees were real low and dangerously weakened when spirits rose
high as the summer vacation loomed up on the horizon. Credit musi be given
to Rowland, who commuted from Bridgeport, Pa., every clay, as well as Ramsey
Kelly still hovered on the verge of marwho duckfooted it from Wilmington.
riage but hung on desperately to be a bachelor, while Farrell spent the year at
the "Hotel Moses" again where he led Bible classes and discussed topics of the
and "Tenderday with the good brethren as well as playing with "Pepperpot"
Page Thirty-three

foot."
"Ran go the Tenor" also liYed at the "Y" hut spent the week-ends at
"1\Iaw" Green's", where fun and good time ,Yere always to be had.
After the tricky final exams we again said good-bye and started on another
three and one-half months' Yacation with the cocky feeling we'd all return as
mighly Seniors.

1931-1932
Our return as Seniors in September 1931 was . addened by the news that
our esteemed friend and classmate Bob Lower, had passed on to the hereafter
due to a brief illness during the summer months. Regrets were sincerely felt
by all haYing lost such a pal. NeYertheless we had to go on and do our best,
so a short discussion of yacation doings was first indulged in. The class wa,
then diYided into specialized lines and work was not continued in a single body.
The courses taken in the specialized lines were Cotton, with the unholy
three as the followers, namely, Ramsey, a Scotch-Irishman, "Dutch" Boger, and
"Kelly" Knobler, a Jewish lad, u. ually known as the "Pirate," the "Flatfoot,"
and the., Jew," respectiYely and respectfully. Co-operation was shown splendidly
and accomplishments were great with the boys in the ,voolen line advanced.
They were "l 1 hil" Benzoni, Jack Churry, "Xorm" l<'ridlington, ".\.l" Rowland,
"'Yalt" Broadhead, ":i\Iike" Farrell, "Beanzi" Baines, and "Randle" Alderman.
Fridlington won the "American Color Card Association Scholarship" for
this year, which was a just decision. He made good use of this de. erved prize
and we hope he will continue to get such laurels throughout life.
The subject of conversation changed from "What did you do?" to "What
do you expect to do?" l\Ir. Algeo and Mr. Giese taught three-ply weaves as
,Yell as finding textures, weaves, costs and silk counts which occupied a good
portion of our time and thoughts.
In the drawing-in room many a tedious backbreaking hour was spent, only lessened by the quartet and whistling club doing
their stuff. A· for Chemistry, Quantitative and Textile Chemi try were taught
by J\1r. "'alter., whose lectures were interesting and whose exams reminded one
that many details are important.
This was all quite difficult but we all passed
quite successfully.
Finishing was taken under Dr. E. W. France who is well experienced in that
line. It was soon realized that we had much to learn and we contented ourselves
by going to it and doing our be t. In the dye laboratory, with Joe Goodavacre,
the troubles and their avoidance were studied while J\Ir. Bertolet gave instructions
as to what is advisable to do when in difficulties and emphasized the use of common
sense.
We regretted the departure of Mr. Byler during February 1932, and wished
him the·best of luck when he left. His farewell letter to the student body was
posted in the club and everyone read it regretfully.
Page Thirty-four

Kelly's affairs of the heart continued but he stuck to the bachelor role until
school closed at any rate. He finished his course nobly. The Rango Glee Club,
consisting of three men and a tenor, enjoyed their noonday airing and sunbath
on the Broad Street curb, holding down the parked cars and helping the unemployed by rendering "Drop a Xickel on the Drum."
The drum \Yas a garbage
can, the sticks were old turnips and the drummer was our own Felix Benzoni.
Amusement was supplied by "Schofield's Tow Squad" as a volume of noise went
up eyery time a new member ·was dragged into the "Six Dollar Club."
Our
drummer learned at the hands of a Philadelphia cop that cheering was not always
in order and that silence was golden. "Tuscalusa l\Iary" personified by Farrell
wa always on hand and fun was the predominant factor. "'Valt's Lunch" was
frequently in many a hurried visit with ~o. 8, a ready order which consisted of ice
cream on a dish, accompanied by a spoon, on the counter, and a stool to sit on.
This was soon OYer, as all good things pass, and great preparation for exams
and commencement ·were on. These pas ed yery quickly and we were out of school
with nothing more than the memories of P. T. S., but this was History already.
It was a factor that spurred us on to make Textile an industry to be proud of and
worth while. Thus ended the Class of 1932 as far as school life at P. T. S. 1s
concerned.
GEORGE

R.

DECNYF,

JR.,

Class Historian.
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ROBERTM. LOWER, JR.
Born July 20, 1910
Died August 24, 1931

In the comfort of peace,
And

remote from strife,

Should we chance to restTo stir once again the pages of our memories,
We will find, I am sure, deep down in our hearts,
The memory of a friend,
Who has passed beyond the horizon of life,
When in the Spring of Manhood.

We shall feel, who remember him best,
The tranquil breezes of our memories,
Fanning our vision,
Enhancing those memories of him,
Which shall not die.
Bernard N. Knobler, '32.

Page 1'hirly-si:r

ROBERTM. LOWER,JR.
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Deerfield Academy
Treasurer of Class '30
Humor Editor, '32
Basketball, '32

Rang

Bob
Randall

ROBERT II . .\.LDERl\IAK (Phi Psi)
Sot:TH

l]f.:(OB has
.ll)pleasing

been with us three years.
disposition.

HADLEY

CE:--TER,

~IAss.

When he first came to school we noticed hi. smiling face an 1

Randeaux is an important part of the Rango Glee Club. As eveey quartet is composed of three
men and a tenor, Randle has been our successful tenor. Yea, verily, many a day he has been found
on the Broad Street curb whittling off a a tune.
Although a sheik, Bob was always at school daily and outstanding in his class. Ile was ever present and
usually involved in athletics and social functions.
Bob has been a credit to the Regular class and South Ilarlley should honor him as a representative
to Textile.
We surely expect to hear good things about Bob. ,Ye wish him
great success in his Textile Career.
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Xorwich UniYer ity
Secretary of Class '31
Editor of the .\XALYSIS, '32
President ol' Crowfoot, '32
Jaquard Prize, '31

Beanzie
Rudy

RALPH W. B.\IXES
67 FoUNTAIN

T

ST.,

On.,xai,, ~J.,ss.

ALLY-HO"' everybody, for here we have a youth thal causes many a maiden's hearl to miss a
beat. He has also caused many an anxious moment in the Chemical J,aboratory.

''Beanzi" hails from a small X ew England town that is famous for its enormous snow drifts.
""hen visitors are shown through the Alma ~later they often ask when hearing the strains of' 'Sweet
Sue·• if Rudy is rendering an audition but are informed that his old singing master is pursuing textiles.
It is rumored that several of the leading eating establishments in town have an eye on this lad, for he
has built up a city wide reputation as a successful buyer of foodstuffs which invariably contain vitamins
x and y (unknown). To call attention to his scholastic ability is needless for it would be hard lo forget
one that was seldom stumped in class.
Because of hi many talents "Beaazi" was made Editor-in-Chief of
the

.-\NALYSIS.

To forecast his future is unnecessary for we feel confident that he
will be a leader in his future field of endeavor.
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Phillipsburg High School
Class Historian, '31
A. A., '31, '32
Track, '31, '32
Crowfoot, '32
President Senior Cla
Associate Editor of the ANALYSIS
Circulation Manager, '32
Highest Ratin!!, ·so

&

Fee
JfcCool
Phil

FELlX A. BENZOKI (Delta Phi Psi)
310 Gn.L"'" S-r., P111LL1Psm·nc,X . .J.

A

"'AY back in l 91 l a man had a son and he named this son Felix. He often wondered what he
would do with this precious youth in the way of advanced education. This problem was solved
when this youth showed exceedingly strong tendencies toward the field of Textiles.
On ~eptember 16, 1929, "J'hil ·, entered the greatest textile Echool in the world and took his place
along with many others to contend for achievement and honors. Just a glance at the records will show us
how and where he crossed the tape at the end of the race.
''Phil·• was a real man and a !ways did everything in true masculine manner.
As rt scholar he was superb; as an athelete he was fair, but as a gentleman and friend-well, suffice it
to say there never was a finer one.
The curtain is about to fall but before lhe final drop let us take
"Phil·· by the hand and say "Au Revoir" but not good-bye, as friendships of this kind go on forever.
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Pennsylvania Military College
Associate Business and Advertising
Manager

Bob
Flatfoot

ROBERT C. BOGER, JR.
1201

Fru10RE

ST., PmLADELP11L1.,

P.1..

W

IIE,\' the curtain has fallen and ended the greatest drama of our lives we shall part with a
feeling of sadness and depression for it will have concluded the companionship of one that has
made immortal our years at Textile. The real qualities that Bob possesses cannot fully be appreciated
unless one has had the opportunity of knowing him. He has always been spoken of as a wonderful fellow
his personality has won the friendship and admiration of every man in school, from the lowest to the
graduating class. His outstanding qualities of leadership have lead him to the most important positions
that the school can offer. It would be practically impossible to inumerate all of the commendable things
that Bob has accomplished since he has been with us.
So when he finally leaves us and enters upon the great highway of
life, ,rn shall trust his fate to the Gods of the future. And wish him the
best of luck and all the happiness of the \Yorld.
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Holderness Preparatory

Sl'hcol

~Ianager Tennis, '3£
Yice-President Crowfoot, '3£
Secretary Club, '3£
Secretary .\.. A., '32

Walt
Sir

W.\.LTER BRO.\.DIIEAD (Phi Psi)
34 C11EST'-TT

0

T.,

C.nrnEx. 1I.uNE

l"T of Lhe :\laine \\"oods came "Walt·•, to enlist in the Battle of Textiles. Walt came all the way
from Camden, :\Jaine, three years ago to take the three-year Regular course with us. From the

very firsl day he arrived, he has made friends with us all. As we look back through our school days we
shall remember Walt for his good naturedness and beaming mile which will never fade from our minds.
?\ow that his three years are over he is about to face the Battlefront. 1Ye incerely hope, Walter,
that you will be successful in the years to come.
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Pringle High School
Tennis, '31, Captain, '32
Social and Athletic Editor Crowfoot, '32
A .. \..., '32
Power "·eaving Prize, '31

Kurry
Joltn

JOHX CIIURRY (Delta Kappa Phi)
164

CooPER

ST., LnERNE,

P.'-

If
ROIII Luzerne a place formerly unknown to the world but now its greatest city came "Jack".
you do not believe this just ask him and immediately he will tell you enough about the city to fill
a couple of Webster's dictionaries. Jack lost no time in getting started and from the first day~ of school
life we have all been on the receiving end of his advice and good fellowship. He is the only real physician
we have had in the school. He remedies hurts of every kind, but his formost healing po,rnr is that power
of healing depression. This year, his enior year, at school will be one of cheerful memories for those

]f

who knew him as Jack, "Captain," and "Chiz".
Jack is an extremely hard worker and has always headed the batting list on "Dr. France's Textile
1"'eam."

Ile can be nothing else but a success no matter what he
undertakes in life. Good-bye, Jack. \\'e wish you all the luck
in the world.
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Culver Military Acad<:>my
Secretary of Class, '30
Business and Advertising Manager
of the ANALYSIS, '32
Crowfoot, '32

Johnny
.lfike

Doc

.JOHN B. FARRELL (Phi Psi)
40

Y

BAcLEY

ST.,

c~~~TRAL

FALLs,

n. r.

EARS will roll by but no o"e that has known Johnnie will ever forget him. From the first day he
entered our ranks to the last day of parting his jolly laugh resounded through the halls of "Old

Textile·•. :Mike with his Irish wit was always the center of all merriment. Ile was always ready to put
the' 'Range Glee Club·• into action and always ready with a witty answer to any question if need be.
His Military training at Culver combined with his natural abilities made him an outstanding leader.
Mike was alway ready to arouse the school spirit of the students and take part in all plans for soci:d
functions. He certainly made all sit up and take notice for in an uncanny way he made everyone support
all activities. Scholastically .Johnnie rated high for he took deep interest in his work. However, his
centre of interest was Chemistry and Dyeing,
He enjoyed
experimenting with dyes for he learned that the only way to
understand them was to experiment and not to ask questions
about them.
His ability as a leader combined with his wit that hid his
profound seriousness will get him far into the business world
in which he is about to embark. We all wish you the deepest
and sincerest success in the strong sea of competition.
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Cliffside Park High School

A. A., ·31
Secretary Club, '31
Vice-President Club, '32
Social and Athletic Editor
Scholarship for Color Appreciation,
'31
Hand Weaving Prize, '30
Highest Rating, '31

Norm
Frid

~ORMA
698

T

I. FRJDLINGTOX

JEFFERSOX

AYE.,

GRANTWOOD,

(Delta Phi Psi)
K. J.

l\'\.TORl\1" or ";\"if., is a competitor. How? In primar_ily, st~dies. In three years he has se_tfor us
l '\\J a precedent to follow. Attendance records and friendships that he has made are enviable to
everyone.
One thing that has been puzzling to many of us,-is how c1n :'form get the marks and still keep up
with those famous evening walks. Any night,-any hour, any where, we are certain of meeting Norman
doing either a "solo strole ·• or a multiple. It may be we collide going through City Hall, at the docks,
on the Parkway, or in a dark corner. The latter is known as' 'slumming".
Another thing that has been bothering us is what are the attractions in Grantwood besides,-home?
Frid supports the Grayhound and P. R. R. transits.
This quiet lad that renewed his brother's records at the school, has a
captivating smile and a droll sense of humor that will be a one-way ticket
best luck.
into everyone's heart, wherever he goes. Frid farewell-and
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New York Textile High School
A. A., '32

Kelley

BERKARD X. KNOBLER (Sigma Phi Tau)
493

]f

CLARE~I0~1'

PARKWAY,

l\EW

YORK

CITY

RO:\f the far off village of Brom, Xew York, came this mild-mannered chap to join the Class of '32.
Previous to his entrance to Textile he attended Kew York Textile High and C. C. X. Y., which

training gave him an excellent background upon which to build up his education.
During our first year here he soon won for himself the affectionate nickname of "Kelly" which remained 11·ithhim since. In fact many of the fell01,·s know him by that name only.
Everyone knows Kelly a one who is always willing to lend a hand no matter what the problem may
be. Also known far and wide (from Chemical Lab. to the Club Room) for his singing and poem writing
ability. These are just some of the ways in which he expresses his cheery disposition. For these admirable traits Kelly will long be remembered by his classmates after we have
gone our divergent paths.
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Wilmington High School

,lfarsh
Ram

MARSHALL W. RAMSEY (Delta Kappa Phi)
Box 962,

M

1V1L1rrNGTON,

DELAWARE

AB.SIi", "The Apostle of the Calm" is the inseperable colleague of Bob Boger and a cotton

man. He is about to leave us well recommended by all who have had the good fortune of
knowing him. An eye twinkling with mischief, a mind that comprehends the seriousness of education,
and a square shooting nature has made him everyone·s Pal.
"\Vewho know him respect him, and wish him the success in his chosen line of eadeavor, which he so
justly deserves.
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Penn State
Track, '31; Capt., '32
. ecretary Crowfoot, '32
A. A., '32
('lass Secretary, '32

. ll
Tlardi11g

Al.YIN" T. ROWLA~D
318

/4\
..,_~

E.\S'r

4·r11 STin~E·r,

BRIDGEPORT,

L\"JN RO\YLA:--'D but to us just "Al" or "Hardy"
College lo join us in our study of Textiles.

PEN"NSYL\".\NIA

gave up his studies at Penn ylvania State

Al hails from the ily of Bridgeport of which Philadelphia is a uburb. On entering Textile, Al decided
to show the boys how lo run as well as show them a steady pace in studies. While at Germantown High,
Al set a cross-country record which proved his "dogs" were well trained. Al showed his speed in the
Penn llelays in his second year which helped bring the cup to the Clubroom.
As "Al" might be written as A-1 we find him a good sport, partner and socially inclined. Ile has a
story for every occasion which banishes the irksome moments. He is noted for his ''funny attitudes".
"Hardy" is about to revolutionize the "Mule" for :Mr. Lockwood
by creating new gyrations and gadgets represented in a wooden model.
We hope it is a success, like hi Dad's :\"ash.
Al's personality and skill will win for him success as easily as he
pushed toward those track cups.
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C & D HISTORY
1929-1930

A

PPROXIMATELY three years ago, after passing the P. T. S. entrance
exam111at1on,a group of fellows congregated 111the Freshman Chemistry
Laboratory.
Everyone tried to look nonchalant but they were really
very much awed. The first thing assigned to this group was the cleaning and
preparation of apparatus for the coming year. This ,vas the C. and D. class of
nineteen thirty-two making their debut.
Professors Bertolet, ·walter, Theel, Goodavage and Byler were the members
of the teachers' staff under whose guidance we "-ere to work. The first one to
take us in l1and was Mr. Byler.
He, for the first half year, helped us with
our Inorganic Chemistry, and for the second half, guided us in Qualitative Analysis.
He also gave us many good suggestions in way of improving our laboratory
technique.
Throughout the year our wash bottles were the handiest piece of apparatus
we had. They "·ere used in defense as well as offense while one fellow went so
far as to make a fire extinguisher out of his. It was crude and inefficient but
earned for its proud possessor a week's vacation rendered by Professor Byler.
Professor Theel tried to teach us something about Chemical Calculations
but soon realized that he was not very capable of working with such materials
as Ivory, Cement, Iron, and a Chromium Dome.
Mr. Bertolet led us into the deep dark lanes of dyeing but he too soon discovered that it was like working in a blind alley on a dead-end street.
1\1r. Goodavage tried to show us that black was not white but we continued
to think in terms of blondes and brunettes.
Mr. ,valter conducted a very dreamy procession, each week, called Textile
Fibres. Everyone took it good-naturedly and as a matter of fact the hour's
rest was a badly needed thing. However we all benefited in one way or another,
so no complaints were made.
By the end of the year each one of the class had earned a name for himself.
Amsterdam became "Benny the Beaker Breaker," Gaede was quiet and we
called him "Gerid," Hirsh was an ordinary clown and was called "Hirshbaum"
and other things, Tomolino was changed to "Tomolowski" while Maksim became
"Maksimowitch."
Haynes was the boy with a "Chromium Dome," Dyer was
given the name of "Pop Eye" as well as being called various things from the
Upstate New York. Decnyf was showered with "lngagi" or "Palooka" or the
irresistible "Big Swede."
It was all in fun, and in the best of spirits we ended our Freshman year with
a summer vacation to look forward to.
Page Fifty

1930-1931
Everyone returned with a fine coat of tan and the desire to learn more about
the unfinished studies we had so easily forgotten about. A brief discussion of our
vacations took place while locker keys were given out and chemical equipment
was given its annual cleanup.
There was a bit of superiority in our feelings,
because we were Juniors, but this did not last long and we settled clmvn to \York.
Our teachers were the same as those we had the first year. Mr. Byler was
no longer a professor of ours but our friendship and glad tidings were not changed
in the least.
Mr. Theel showed little impronment
in sculpturing so he drilled us in
Organic Chemistry.
It is a wonder he or any of the class survived but it did not
harm us any. Water runs off a duck's back and we applied this to Chemistry
without much trouble.
Quantitative Analysis, under the guidance of Mr. Walter was a bit expensive
when it came to analysing nickels and dimes. There also was the usual crashing
and banging of slippery apparatus, which put the breakage fee well on crutches.
Advanced dyeing was taught by Mr. Bertolet and by Mr. Goodavage. It was
nice to be in the dyehouse for it was there that v,e used to eat the apples that
"Irish," the janitor, bought off the unemployed.
For a time there, it looked as though we would actually have to study but
the second year ended so quickly we didn't have much chance to do so.
,i\Te missed the presence of Tolmolino, who left school right after the midyear exams, while Gaede and Hirsh had decided not to return in the fall to complete
their course. We parted with jolly good-byes and handshakes and headed for
home with three months of vacation at our disposal.

1931-1932
On returning from our summer vacation, in the middle of September, we
congregated in the club room to exchange greetings once again. Gaede and
Hirsh kept their promise and did not return, remaining in Paterson and Passaic,
respectively.
However, the gap was filled by the Special Color Mixing and
Dyeing Course fellows. These namely were Tobin and Martone, who were with
us in all our classes except Dyestuff Chemistry and Technical Analysis.
Everyone was full of pep, vim, and vigor and ready for anything that might
turn up. The main reason for this was that we were the mighty Seniors. This
feeling of greatness somehow wore off soon and we realized that we were not
gods or anything of the kind. We then continued the work just as hard as ever
or possibly even more so. Things come to those that work for them and the
Senior C and D was no exception.
Mr. Theel was relieved of his task of teaching us this year but Professors
(Continued on page 108)
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Franklin Knight Lane School
Highest Rating, C and D, '31

Sam

SAM Al\ISTERDAM (Sigma Phi Tau)
1889

T

BoucE:-.

SmEET,

BROOKLY:--',

::S:.Y.

HE being whose somber yet intelligent face gazes out of this page is none other than "Benny the
Beaker Breaker" who three years ago left his beloved Broadway to bring light to the heathen. His
mission has now run its course and he leaves us not without having made a mark in the sands of school
life. His record has been well fullfilled. If he has missed out on Phi Beta Kappa at lc1st he has escaped
Mirible Dictu and his relations with the faculty are on a far happier footing than armed neutrality.
• 'Sam" has made many friends who will remember him for many years to come.
Now that the shadow of graduation day looms on the horizon these same frienrls and buddies wish to
send Sam away with their best wishes and hopes that life may hold for him all the success and happiness
possible.
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East Side High School
Class Historian,

'32

Ingagi

Palooka
Deck

GEORGE DECNYF, JR.
103

[)

BROADWAY,

E.,sr

PATERSON,

~-

J.

ECK" matriculated to Textile from Paterson Eastside High, where he was well known for his
whole-hearted participation in sports. While with us, ho,rnver, his ambitions have been purely

scholastic, as may be seen on examining his marks. In spite of his studied he finds time to slip away to
Atlantic once in a while for,-a dip in the surf.
His songs, antics and one-sided wrestling matches have earned for him such names as' 'Horseflesh.,
and' 'lngagi ., . ,Ye are sure too, that the profs will miss his frank comment and opinions on their lectures.
In his second year he became a Junior member of the A. A. T. C. C. and has taken full advantage of
its privileges. He has likewise worked whole-heartedly as our Class Historian in producing a very satisfactory resume of our class activities.
It will be a great day for East Paterson when the Mayor with reception committee and brass band welcomes home his son.
,Ye feel sure that you will go far in the silk field, Deck, and we wish
you, one and all, "best of luck".
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Utica Free Academy
Historian, '30
Vice-President Class, '31, '32
Tenn·s, '31, '32
Crowfoot, '32

Popeye
Bob

ROBERT R. DYER, JR. (Delta Kappa Phi)
CruowrcKs, N. Y.

A

PRO::VU:'\'E:s;T figure often seen about the campus is none other than "Bob", who hails from
Chad wicks,!\. Y. He is a graduate of that famous' Ttica Free Academy" of Ctica, !\. Y. It

was while studying at this school that "Bob·• decided that he would become a Textile man. Ile chose
wisely, and came to' 'Phillie Tech," where he spent thrne years with us. This we will never regret, for his
company was always enjoyable due to his superb character and prsonality. Do not rush, girls, for this
''Pretty Bobby" is real serious about work and has quite an inclination toward the bachelor type.
J. Robert is athletically inclined. Ile likes basketball, track, tennis, hunting and rough-and-tumble
life of outdoor camping and sports. All things are taken seriously but in their proper places, to be sure.
The steady work and precision with which he solves his problems have
won for him many laurels and worthwhile accomplishments of which he is
proud possessor.
~lore power to you, Bob. You have a well-chosen profession and
there is only one thing more that we can wish you besides luck and that is
more luck.
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Dean Academy
Associate Editor of A-:sALYSIS,'31
Crowfoot, '32
Highest Rating in C and D, '30

Pee-TT'ee
Chromium

JOHN 0. HAY~ES (Phi Psi)
~3 IIoxsrnE CornT, WEST WALrn·rcK, R. I.

T

O ACCU'tATELY fit into the delicate machinery of Textile activities in three years is a task that
is insuperable for some difficult for others and simple for only the chosen few. One of this year's

class who has this achievement in his fayor is' 'Peewee., Haynes, versatile in numerous scholastic affairs•
The title "The busiest man of the third year class., might easily be awarded to him.
''Peewee., dropped in on us three years ago from "'arwick, R. T.,and during his stay here has been
Dr. France's chief dispensor of fun and frolic. "Peewee's'' chief concern here has been in the art of
Chemistry and Dyeing and to say the least has been a leader in that chosen field.
"Peewee .. is a real fellow. Everyone liked to be with him and listen to his tales. He was always
ready to enjoy life in spite of his innumerable duties. So "Peewee·•
before you reach for that old diploma let us tell you how much ,rn enjoyed
knowing you and we hope that you will not forget us. ~fay the world
gain as much from you as we have.
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St. Clair High School
President Textile Club, '32
.:\.. A., '32
Trea. urer of Class, '32
Crowfoot, '32

.\la.rium
.\like

l\11C'HAEL R. MAKSIM
:l3

M

;\Oll'l'll

;\(('IIOL.\S

(Delta Kappa Phi)

ST., ST. CL.\IR, PA.

EESTER ?IJil{E is well known throughout the student body as a fine fellow. You are always
sure to find a crowd in his rooms, arguing over the happenings of the day.

If you are ever in

doubt about anything or needed advice, '•~J ike ·• was the man to see. He has always been active in
scholastic activities, being the first one to sign up when the call came. ~like has a fine loyal beart and
spirit that can find no equal. He is one of those versatile chaps with whom you wanted to be friends and
with whom you would always be welcome. He will always be remembered by his pals. \\"e wish him the
best of luck wherever he goes, and the realization of all his desires what'ere they may be.
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East Side High School
C and D Course

Al
Ricco

ALBERT J. MARTOKE (Delta Kappa Phi)
MoRLOT

A

AvE.,

FAIRLAWN,

N. J.

L COMES from the silk city with a knowledge of ''What is a dye and why?" far above the re,t of
us. His "Goldberg" formulas are the undoing of Joe. As a mainstay in the Chemical Lab.
Quartette and undisputed pinochle champ of the club there is none other.
His search for the' 'ignite mixture" has finally ended. He now owns a patent cigarette ligher.
Al's ready wit and practical insight should carry him high as a dyer of silks. Luck and success to
you Al.
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St. John's Preparatory

School

C and D Course

Tabbie
Emma

EDWARD E. TOBI)J (Delta Kappa Phi)
J\lAPLE ST., :u.\rnsox, J\lArxE

TlFD"

]l__

a product of St. John's Prep, decided to help his father by becoming a dyer, which resulted in
him attending "Phillie Tech".
While he has been here he has been known as one of the

best color matchers the school has ever known.
"Tobbie ·• as Assistant Director of the school has a great success in escorting "Emma" ~lartone
through the school, explaining the jiggers and the what-ya-gots. These two are so inseparable they even
decided that at midyears they would have to spend the nights together. Kow they repose together.
As an orchestra leader' 'Ed" has the rating equal to that of ,·allee and Whiteman. Ile is known as
the Yallie of the Chemical Lab.
""ell brother we all give our best wi hes for success and here's luck.
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Cornell University
Harvard University
Class President,

'31

Wool and ·worsted

Nick
Bill

\YJ LLl.\11 ,J. C.\RTER,
5-l-l \\·.11,Nt·T

.JR., Lieut. Commander, l/. S . .\'.
LAXE,

Sw,11rrnMORE,

PA.

l]f JS:\"T lha t so, Lieutenant?·• asks a "·ell-known individual. "Yes, Sir!·• replies the Licutenantl[
commander.
So much for the appreciation of rank.. However, in the rank of good fellowship
"Xick ·• is an admiral. \Yith his "Oh! Hords! ., and "Xolhing to it!" he has made a host of friends.
"Kick·• is not to be overlooked for his student qualities. Ile has obtained very high grades in almost all
of his subjects, and has completely subdued the two-year \Yoo! and Worsted Course. His best subject is
mathematics so says l\Jr. Lockwood. He can figure how to break clown more ends on the mule with one
empty spool than any man in the class.
Xot lacking in a politiC'al career "Xick ·• was elected President of his J?reshman Class. The \Yoo!
and Worsted Class of 1932 give a vote of thanks lo "our little suppl_,._
room·• and wish him the best of luck.
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Randolph Macon
Wool and Worsted

Dunnie

FRANK L. DUNK, JR. (Phi Psi)
1001 CevrnGTON DmvE,

D1sTn01'l',

l\ihcn.

A

NOTI_IER chap ~vith an irris'.stible smile is ''Dunnie ". _It is a permanent fixture that has won
for h1111many friends. In his two years of \Yoo! and \\ orsted he ha shown not only character
but an ability to absorb anything of interest. This we understand is born in him because of his long line
of Textile ancestors.
Evidently l<'rank has stumbled onto something real interesting down in Yirginia for we see takes on
his grip indicating frequent visits. Though we do not approve of him approaching outside talent but
with that smile he could capture them anywhere.
In parting let us wish Frank a future of many advances anrl prosperity. Good luck,' 'Dunnie".

l'age Si:i:ty-one

Univer ity of Indiana
Basketball, '31, '32
Wool and Worsted

Tommy

THOMAS S. JOI-IKSTON(Delta Kappa Phi)
Co1x~m1A

T

CITY,

Ixn.

J:\l," a two-year wool and worsted man arrived from Columbia City, Indiana, to see what benefits
could be derived from Textile. As his record shows he put in a stretch at Indiana l:niversity.

During his two years at Textile he has been prominent in Athletics as a regular on the Basketball team.
His ability as a forward in his last year and as center in his first was an aid to the team that was fully
appreciated by the school.
In his studies he showed keen ability and also proved that athletics do not have Lo interfere with
good marks.
\Ye send "Tim" out into the industry with the sincere wish that he will put up as much of a fight
as he did.}or Textile in her Basketball games. ""ith this effort success is
inevitable.
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UniYersity of :Minnesota
Track, '31
"·eaye FormaLion Prize, '31
Wool and Worsted

Bob

ROBERT W. KLEMER (Phi Psi)
316 NoRTJI ,VEST SEco:No S-r., FAmIBOLT, .'\It:-1:-1.

A\
FTER two brief years at Textile' 'Bob" goes back to :-.Iinnesota a fine example of a textile man
.f-\\.,_ During his sojourn at Textile he bas shown pep and determination, the stuff of which success
i made. He is always on hand ready to do his best regardless of the task. His charming personality has
won him a multitude of trne friends who will be sorry to part ways with him and will cherish
fond memories of his companionship. \Ve sincerely hope that he has enjoyed his stay at Textile as much
we have delighted in his association. He will certainly deserve all the success that we know he "·ill attain
in later life. As the commencement exercises have come to a clo e Textile will have lost a fine man of
whom she may ,mil be proud.
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Staunton Military Academy
\'ice-President of Class, '31
Art Editor, '31, '32
.Manager of Basketball, '32
Crowfoot, '32
A. A., '32
·wool and Worsted

Bill
Sleep

WILLIAM

H. LISTER

(Phi Psi)

67 CoLt;~rnIA AvmrnE, EoaEwooo, R. I.

Tir.z
TLL" sailed into the Textile Bay in the fall of '30 and quietly
1lJ Worsted Army. Having had a military training at Stanton

joined the ranks of tbe Wool and
Bill decided too much money is

made in the army and as a result chose Textiles. Ile hails from the metropolis of Edgewood with textile
blood flowing freely through his veins.
His sojourn here has been one of success the assurance of this may be found in the office records.
"Bill" has shown himself equally capable of shouldering responsibilities by managing the Basketball
team to perfection. His more intimate friends will vouch that as an artist on the ANALYSIS Staff he
weilded a wicked pen. It is truly said that a man can count his friends on the fingers of one hand. Those
that know' 'Bill" intimately assign him a place without question. If the
spirit of friendship can lend anything to success Bill ought to be among
the winners, for there are hordes of well-wishers in the tudent body who
give him a hearty send-off.
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Rhode Island State
Track, '31
Track Manager, '32
Tennis, '32
Basketball, '32
Treasurer of Class, '32
A. A., '32
Crowfoot, '32
Wool and Worsted

Reidie

LESLIE

M. REID

AUGUSTA

Tlf ESLIE

]I[__ "that

SPHCNGS,

(Phi Psi)
VA.

M. REID, originally hailing from Rhode Island, found little difficulty in acquiring
Southern Accent" when he changed his home town to Augusta Springs, Virginia.

Les had made himself prominent among his fellow students not only by his good scholarship and participation in athletic activities, but by his practical jokes and pranks in and outside of the chemical lab, not
to mention his pinochle-playing fame.
In addition to being a good all-round student, Reidy was a member of the track squad in his first
year and this year in addition to being elected manager of the track team was on the basketball squad
giving a good account of himself in both branches of sports. He proved himself especially adept on Mr.
Lockwood's spinning frame and in Mr. 111acLain's and Mr. Pheffer's
weaving departments.
''Les" should do as well out in the business world as he bas while
here in textile school so there should be little doubt of his future success
in the great textile industry.
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1.:-niversity of Tennessee
Color Harmony and Design, '31
Collon Course

XEJ L JOUROLl\IOK

"]\\,_
TEl L does not in 11nyway belie the facl that

he comes from good old Knoxville, in sunny Tennessec. Emerging from the l "niversity of Tennessee with a beautifully textured sheep skin docu.
ment, he forthwith conceived serious designs on the knitting industry. That was only the beginning of
his designing career.
Highly efficient and conscientious in his studies, Xeil has made a very commendable record. Students and faculty have found him dependable, both as a friend and as a student. Ile has exhibited an
untiring interest and enthusiasm in the extra hours he has devoted to the study of knitting .
.\s a walker, we are willing to stake this young man for the championship. llis wandering soles have
explored all the streets of Philadelphia and submbs, many times over.
Xeil our best wishes go with you, along with confidence that your merit
will reap a great compensation.

1 \\J
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Penn Charter School
Cotton Course

''Ted'

THEODORE 1\1. SCHRAMM
5130 XonTn Bno,rn ST., PmL,\DELP111.,,

W

PA.

HEX Ted realized that he had absorbed all the knowledge avHilahle at ]'enn Charter, he set
out to conquor new academic honors for himself, and chose P. T. S. Having now completed

two years in the cotton course he plans to go to Xorth Carolina and show the Southerners h011·to spin
cotton yarn.
Ted's famous water battles with Bill Lister will always be remembered by his classmates. His
favorite pasttime during lunch hour was to put tl1e finishing touches on his Weave Formation
and ANALYSIS plates, and the one o'clock bell ahrnys found him applying the shellac brush to his latest
creation.
"Major Hoople" Xaab called him George Bungle, but despite this fact, Ted was usually
the fit-st to get Lhe solution correctly, to the complicated cotton problems
we had to solve.
His favorite hobby, when not thinking up schemes to avert a coming
lectme or quiis, was working on his outboard motor or his flivver to increase their speed and power. If he puts as many improvements and
new-fangled duds on his textile machinery as he has his poor Ford there
wont he a mill in the country that will compete with him. But that is
what the industry needs, so go to it, Ted, and best of luck to you.
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Univer ity of Alabama

Cotton Course

Jack

JACKSON L. WELDON
10 HENDRICK

A\

ST.,

LANETTE,

ALA.

LL the wa~· from Alabama. Quite a trip, but then \Yeldon is a man of accomplishments. I-laving
Alabama Poly and later the L nivers,ty of Alabama, Jack came north to live and learn.

.f-\\.._ graced

Let us say, before going further, that he makes his first and greatest bid for fame as a long distance
respondent. Over a period of two years some six hundred letters were dispatched to a certain young
of Lanette.
It has been stated that if all the ink, paper, or words were placed end to end
would stretch to,-quite a distance anyway.
As a Philosopher Jack can more than hold his own at any ''Bull Session," and in company
Naab and Wilmer many international problems were solved. As a student Jack was always alert,
having an analytical mind was never satisfied until he !md thoroughly
mastered his subject. It was he that discovered that alcohol is also a
reagent in Qualitative Analysis; that the mule is not always a ''hay
consumer"; and that the "Law of Gravitation" is still in force, this
latter with the aid of a ladder, a wrench, and a cotton teacher. These are
but a few of his many achievements.
Seriously though, with his admirable disposition, ready wit, and
natural ability, jack will go far in his chosen field.
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corlady
they
with
and

FAREWELL

A

FTER many a long weary step of toil, after many a happy hour
of joy, we have arrived at the parting of the ways: some
East; some to the West, North, and South, yet forever pals.
Tears? Aye, there are many, for as the road grows narrow and the
towers fade away, we realize our loss. We have left behind us
the men who have given their life's work that we might succeed.
What more can we ask of a friend?
Comrades!
It is with the deepest heartfelt pain that we shake
your hands for the last time. Go your ways and do your best, for
back of you stand the friends who are forever willing to give you
aid. There are times when misunderstanding brought unhappiness,
but today brings joy, and sadness, and with it comes forgiveness.
If I have wronged you, Friend, forgive.
As we walk around the campus for the last few hours let us
meditate.
Here is the little spot in the world that has given us the
foundation of life. Honor it, love it and praise it with every bit of
man in your body, for it was our school and will always be our
school.
Let one man slander it, and he shall see.
Men who are to carry on the torch, to you we say, in your hands
now rests the Textile honor that we have done our best to uphold.
Remember there are men who have given their I ives that that honor
might remain unstained. Those that are leaving give to you the cup
of joy and success; partake of it while you can. We have had our
chance. You have envied us; now, with all our hearts, we envy you.
We must go our ways, yet we would know that our youthful home is
upheld in all its glory.
Be Textile men, first, last, and always.
The sun is sinking, I must depart for other lands. Let me take
your hand. There.
Well, Old Pal, good-bye and God bless you.
~
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ODDS and ENDS

Nick's Homelife
Textile Stud en ts

Guess Who?

Return
Schramm

Textile's

Textile Dance

Page Seventy

from Camden

at Work

Devlin's

Friend

Passtime

Night-life

at Textile

V)
V)

<(
_J

u

Junior Class Officers

President

J. F. L. MORRIS
Vice-President

A. KOPPELMAN
Secretary

R. E. LEOPOLD
Treasurer

L. REID
Historian

V. M. LOVINS
A. A.

W. F. FANCOURT
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JUNIORCLASSHISTORY

l)

URlKG the month of September 1930 the present Junior class as embled
in Room llO to assume the duties of cholars and meet as a clas . A
year or Textile schooling passed (on leaden feet). In September 1931 the
same group met again to as ume another year's responsibility in their cho en textile
fields. They returned from the diversified activities of vacation time.
The summer had passed quickly and it wasn't long before we were "painting
and scratching" and the C. and D. men breaking burettes and beaker .
The regular men soon learned what "Shrinkages and Losses" were to mean,
and what the "My terious unknown" of Qualitative Analysis was. The actual
juggling or figure sometimes was successl'ul in bringing the correct result.
Just as Our National Convention meet. in grand style to nominate candidates
for party heads so it is at Textile. Of course ,ve managed to hold our own and
able "Johnny" Morris was chosen our President with a very ,veil qualified group
of subordinate .
Our cotton men often wished that "Johnny" Naab had taken them into
the arts of stamp collecting as well as he did in his maneuvers of the Cotton 1\Iill.
Are there any sane stamp collectors?
Our wool men have all joined hands in learning why sheep tick are so annoying, while the "C. and D." men still per ist in pointing out to the Freshmen
that H 2 S ga. is a most pleasant inhalant.
How many healthy men Professor Bertolet has turned out, due to his "fresh
air" lectures no one can say. The difficulty lies in the fact that his theory of
making a fellow "mad enough to study" hasn't worked out so well. The members of the class are much too good-natured.
Midyear exams rushed in like the cold polar breezes. A period of ten days
fraught with excitement and tension, and then with a sigh of relief we found
that we were in a position to remain and further our e<lucafon. It was not an
unusual sight, for a few days, to see the office looking like a stock exchange floor
and inquiries as to "Ho,v did l make out?"
"Are you sure they are my marks:"
How Mis Krecker stored her patience still remains a riddle.
Among our new contacts was Professor "Joe" and his pet hobby, the dyehouse. :Many an enlightening hour was spent there, though many fellows till
think that chromic acid is a good cleansing agent for taking dyes off their hands.
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Mr. Pfeifer and his good man Wilmer lent ample humor and cheer to our
harness chain building and pO\Yer \Yeaving. :Many an hour was spent in Aristotle-like discussions in the drawing-in room.
:;\,Ir. Lochrnod's "Kerds" have been well taken care of this year.
"Yarn" spinning goes on as well as ever.

And

vVe owe to ::\-Ir.Cox and :\Ir. Kaiser all the knowledge we have of Jacquards
and why they were invented. :i\Jr. Cox's lectures were a pleasure due to hi.
diversified experience and pleasing personality.
vYe have all learned ho\Y to write "Short, short stories" on those little yellow
tickets by now.
"Viva Brevis, Ars Longa."
'· Life is short but art is long" and with the teachings of our industry well
in mind, we all can earnestly look hack on our Junior year and he happy for the
true friends made, and the teachings that are to lead us all towards a well defined
happiness in those fields of our industry which we have chosen.
YrcTOR

1-1O1\IES A~D ADDRESSES

l\f. Lovrns, '33,
Class Historian.

OF l\IE1\IBERS

SEC'OXD YEAR REGULAR
Kenneth E. Booth, 4"V......................
6506 K. 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Dennie O'Neal Bowden, Jr., t.K<J:>
.........
376 Vi'indermere Ave., Lan downe, Pa.
Albert E. Dennis .....................................
Springer, New l\fexico
Joseph J. Devlin, t.Kc:I>
....................
14 Center St., Windsor Locks, Conn.
Dale R. Friedman, 2;c:I>T
......................
5010 11th Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.
George W. Grieves, c:I>'1'
..........................................
Lacon, Ill.
Maurice S. Holt, <I>'1'
........................
6416 N. 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Robert E. Leopold, ~cJ.>T
....................
175 W. 79th t., Kew York, N. Y.
Yictor M. Lovins, ~cJ.>T
......................
1880 E. 24th St., Brooklyn N. Y.
Sydney Lewine, ~cJ.>T
.......................
1819 I . 33rd St., Philadelphia, Pa.
George F. l\Ioebius, <J:>'1'
......................
204 Fort Lee Road, Begota, N. J.
John F. L. Morris, Jr ...............
270 \•V. \.Yashington Lane, Philadelphia, Pa.
Harold S. Rodman, ~c:I>T
...............
14 Hamilton Ave., New Rochelle, I . Y.
,Joseph F. Skowronek .....................
70 Maple St., East Hampton, Ma ..
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CHEMISTRY

AND DYEING

Walter F. Fancourt, 3d, <l>'11
..........
622 E. Leverington Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
James L. Jaslow ........................
1917 N. Stanley St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Henry 1\1.Kauffman ........................
307 E. 44th St., New York, N. Y.
Arnold Koppelman, ~<I>T................
631 W. Diamond St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Joseph F. Schang, b.K<I>.. . . . . . . . . . .
. .... 1412 K. 2nd St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Robert A. Sugarman, ~<I>T
..................
264 Prairie Ave., Providence, R. I.
Donald B. Passmore, b.cJ>'11
...........................
123 York St., Enola, Pa.
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Freshman Class Officers

President

W. H. MIDDLESWART
Vice-President

J. C. AITCHENSON
Secretary

J. W. BORDNER
Treasurer

F. L. GAFFNEY
Historian

H. CONN
A. A.
W. L. KATZENMOYER
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CLASSHISTORY
FRESHMAN
END me your ear my fellow students and you shall hear, no, not "The
Ride of Paul Revere" but something of greater interest; namely the
hi toric invasion upon the Philadelphia Textile School by the illu trious
Freshman Class of 1931-1932. Acting as spokesman or Class Historian or what
have you, I will take it upon my elf to give a vivid and stirring account of what
takes place behind as it were.
Ah! Well do I remember the memorable day I set foot upon the foot-worn
steps of this institution of learning, and why shouldn't I? I tripped on the first
one. As the saying goes "the first hundred years being the hardest" (in this
case days) I was no exception to the rule. But let it not be said that a member of
the Conn Clan (that happens to be my name) did not go down fighting.

L

I was nothing short of surprised on entering the school and getting my first
glimpse of the Hand Weaving room. Yes, I was stopped in my tracks but not
for long, I sidestepped out of danger. (Pardon the humor it is the Philadelphia
weather.) I was taken into tow by Mr. McClain and was shown what was to be
done and how to do it. It was all Greek to me but as time went on I finally
caught up with my~elf and hit my normal stride. My first appearance in the
Cotton Class left me gasping for breath but things I found were normal when
In fact all my classes left me in a daze but in the due course of
''spinning."
time everything wa O.K. Katie.
Quite a few classmates I found were from other cities. Such well-known
cities as Slatington, Pa., New York, Brooklyn, 'Worcester and others are represented by their native sons. Even though they do not hail from the "City of
Brotherly . . . " (Who threw that shuttle?) I nor anyone else will not hold
that aginst them. Before continuing any further I want to make mention that
the "Stars and Stripes" of good old U. S. A. are well represented by the Army,
l avy, and Marines. (Company, attention!)
I would like very much to tell about certain incidents such as a fist fight
between two students, and other matters but that would be getting personal
and furthermore I don't have the copyright permission. I'm forbidden to divulge
all I know and don't know. The truth of the matter is that I must hold my tongue
if I want to hold my job. Ah, me! such is the life of us war correspondents (with
apologies to Floyd Gibbons, et al.) A good job now days is hard to find (thi
sounds like a familiar tune), especially, one as a Historian. All students of the
Freshman class, which number some odd forty, I can say without contradiction
are regular fellows We all have our serious and light moments in the classrooms.
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My first impression after watching some of the fellows play pool n the clubroom were quite favorable. In fact I sent a wire (collect) to Champ:on Ralph
Greenleaf and advised him to go into immediate training for his laurels were
being seriously threatned by a few local hopes. The way our local products
missed their shots were nothing hort of miraculous. These few confidences are
from authoritative sources, believe it or not.
Things were moving along serenely until a bombshell was literally thrown
into our midst. Our first big crisis was upon us. The bulletin boards had posted
upon them the bad news, midyear's were upon us. Many were the students that
had a worried look upon his countenance. For the first few days students could
be seen crowded around the notices carefully noting the day of the coming examinations. All that week student carried their book home with an intent
look in their eyes. The Freshman class as a whole came came through with
flying colors. (As if there was any doubt as to the outcome.)
At this time which is as good as any I want to take this opportunity to expres the feelings and thought of this class concerning our instructors.
From
the head of each department down to each assistant they are the best anyone
could want or ask for. (I shouldn't have any trouble passing the course after
thi spiel.) A few word about our director, E. ,v. France wouldn't be amiss.
He interviewed me on my first visit to the school. After a convincing talk concerning my "Alma Mammy" I decided to give away my millions and enter this
historic school. Those who know and have met Mr. France will not hesitate
to ay that he is a boon to the Philadelphia Textile School and the Textile Industry at large. (No, I am not related to our director, although it might seem
so.)
As I ook around I ,vonder if we will all be back next term. :More than
likely there are a few that will go home never to return. (As a prophet I am
at a loss.) It is too early to try and prophecy at this stage of the proceedings;
only time will tell and we shall see what we shall see. As we watch the Seniors
who are about to leave these well known halls we hope to follow successfully in
their footsteps. It is just that extra something that spells failure, and it will
not be for the lack of initiative that any Freshman will fail to reach his objective.
And so all good things as well as bad must end so must the pages of this
history close and make way for coming events. In conclusion may I take this
opportunity on behalf of the Freshman class to wish the members of the Senior
class success and happiness in their future endeavors and may they never know
of the word depression.
HERBERT

CONN,

'34,

Class Historian.
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FIRST YEAR REGULAR
Frederick B. Araham ~<J:iT................
3141 Diamond St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Eric F. Adam on .............................
Cedar Island, Larchmont, N. Y.
Walter Baldwin, Jr. <I:>'11
...............
227 Canal Boulevard, Highland Park, Pa.
Stuart Beebe, Jr ..............................
220 S. 16th St., Richmond, Ind.
Irving J. Berkowits ~<I>T......................
432 Liberty St., Newburg, N. Y.
Norman D. Broder ~<I>T....................
393 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Edward 0. Buhlman ...................
801 Gramatan Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Robert Chandlee, Jr. <I:>'11
......................
54 W. Main St., Fro tburg, Mel.
Seymour J. Cohen ~<I>T.....................
26 Woodford St., Worsester, Mass.
Robert H. Crompton, Jr ....................
2723 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Edward William Croner ...............................
241 A St., Carlisle, Pa.
Herbert Conn ..............................
838 N. 40th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Franklin S. Crowther ........................
34 Progress St., Pawtucket, R. I.
Edward William Doerken, Jr .................
371 Crest Road, Ridgewood, N. J.
Charles R. Fritsch<I:>'11
.....................
21 N. Buffalo Ave., Ventnor, N. J.
Emanual Gluck ..........................
2675 Morris Ave., New York, N. Y.
Harry M. Gwyn .........................
104 W. Nippon St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Warren L. Katzenmoyer <I:>'11
...................
Elizabeth Ave., Laureldale, Pa.
Reuben Kenworthy .....................
623 E. Summit Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Edwin E. Krum ...........................
425 E. Franklin St., Slatington, Pa.
Jack Ho Lem ....................
121 2nd Ave., West, Calagary, Alta., Canada
Samuel G. Lewis ~<I>T.......................
531 Winton St., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Herschel Micldleswart <I:>'11
........
2526 S. Lambert St., Philadelphia, Pa.
William Cuie Putney .....................
1128 Foulkrod St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Arnold S. Rosenthal ~<I>T...................
215 W. 92nd St., New York, N. Y.
PARTIAL
Stanley H. Goldsmith, Jr .....................

1889 Bergen St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CHE 1ISTRY AND DYEIKG
John William Bordner <I:>'11
...........................
230 3rd St., Clifton, N. J.
Joseph F. Firth, Jr.. . . . . . . . .
. . 1219 W. Alleghany Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Frank E. Hempel ..........................
2837 N. 40th St., Milwaukee, Wis.
John Hintermaier ............................
89 De Mott Ave., Clifton, N. J.
Leo l\Iontie Johnston .........................
13-1Lismore Ave., Glenside, Pa.
Solomon Kernosh 1:<I>T
.......................
2434 S. 4th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
John L. l\Iercer <I:>'1!
.......................
57 Prospect Ave., Hackensack, N. J.
FIRST YEAR SILK
Bernard Bram ~<I>T.......................
651 Sheppard Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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FJRST YEAR WOOL
5202 Frankford Ave.,
Norman Laytin. . . . . . . . .
. ........
27 W. 86th St.,
Samuel A. Gersten ..........................
Francis L. Gaffney <[\Ji.........................
33 Smith St.,
Kenneth P. Styer ..........................
181 Roselyn St.,
James C. Aitchenson cl\Ji. ........................................
Richard E. A. Lister <!.\Ji
..................
275 Wayladn Ave.,
FIRST
William Daniel Swift. .................

Phi lade· phia, Pa.
New York, N. Y.
Char:eston, S. C.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Lacon, Ill.
Providence, R. I.

YEAR COTTON"
1710 Buena Vista Road, Columbus, Ga.

THE PHILADELPHIATEXTILENIGHT
SCHOOL

H

ISTORIC records show that the Night School was started
one season before the Day School and has lived as active
as the Day School. Due to the many occupations represented in the courses of the Night School a publication has never
been possible due to the lack of time for its foundation.
The Night School of 1932 was as ever a real representation.
With an enrollment of approximately two hundred there were one
hundred and thirty-six concerns with representatives regularly
attending classes. This clearly shows the importance of the school
to Textiles, and also the importance of Textiles to the school.
When it is considered the miles that some of the students come
for classes three nights a week it is remarkable how their interest
can be kept to that degree to sacrifice three evenings of possible
pleasure and frolic. There must be friendships made as a recompense and a good bit of knowledge to put to use. Season after
season we find old faces among the new.
,ve hope that now we have taken the first step that this department will grow to an equal basis in this publication so that an
accurate record of individuals can be at hand, and recall to the
Night School, friends made with the Day School and vice-versa.
Thus Night School please accept our extended greeting.
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Evening School Class Representatives
C. W.
S.

J

TONG

HAIKO

E ..........................................
.....................................

V. F.

KAVANAGII

B. R.

KOENIG

W. F. KELLY
F. V. TRAUT

..........................................
......................................................

J. R. JOIINSTON

E.

........................................

.............................................

S. HARDING

........................
.........................................

F. H. HASELHORST .....................................
G. J. BINDER .........................................
A.

DESTEPHANO

W. A.

PORTER

C. G. JESTER

.............................................
....................................
...........................................

W. A. WALKER ................................
H. S. PELHAM ..............................................
M. L. ROBINSON ........................................
J. T. WELSH ............................................
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ldvanced Jacquard
Advanced IVeave Formation
. First Year Dyeing
Special Jacquard
Third Year Analysis
Knitting
Second Year Analysis, Special Jacquard
Third Year Analysis
First Year Chemistry
. First Year Chemistry
Raw .NIaterials
Advanced IVeave Formation
Second Year Dyeing
. Intermediate Weave Formation
Color 11annony
Second Year Dyeing
. First Year Dyeing

....
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DELTAKAPPA PHI
Alpha Chapter
Founded at Philadelphia Textile School 1899
Incorporated in 1905, Publication Bulletin
ACTIYE CIL\.PTERS
Alpha-Philadelphia
Textile School,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Beta-Lowell Textile School, Lowell,
Mass.
Delta-New Bedford Textile School,
Xew Bedford, :Mass.

ALUMNI CHAPTERS
Philadelphia-Philadelphia,
Pa.
Lowell-Lowell, Mass.
Xew Bedford-New Bedford, Mass.

OFFICERS
Consul. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .1\i[ARSHALL RAMSEY
Custodian. .
. .JosEPH
F. ScHANG
Scribe. . . . . .
. .. EDWARD ToBIN
Pro-Consul . ............................
ROBERT
DYER
..............
DENNIE
O'NEAL
BOWDEN
Annotator.
. ....................
ALBERT
:MARTONE
1Varden . ..
ACTIVE CHAPTER
:MARSHALL

F.

J osEPH
ROBERT
JonN

RA:\ISEY

MICHEAL

Sc1-rANG

ALBERT

MARTONE

JOSEPH

J.

DYER
CnuRRY

EDWARD

TOBIN

MAKSll\[
DEVLIN

DENNIE

O'NEAL

THOMAS

S.

BOWDEN

JOHNSTON
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PHI PSI
Alpha Chapter
4101 N'orth Broad Street
Founded at Philadelphia Textile School 1903
Publication Phi Psi Quarterly

OI◄'FICERS
JonN

0.

HAYNES

JonN

President
ALTER

FANCOURT,

3RD

J OJ IN

Vice-President
"'ALTER

B.

FARRELL

Senior TVarden
MERCER

Jimior TVarclen

BROADHEAD

.KENNETH

Secretary

E.

BOOTH

Corresponding Secretary

w. KLEMER

ROBERT

Treasurer

GEORGE
RICHARD
LESLIE

N OR~IAN
:FRANK
CHARLES

'\I ALTER
MAURICE

,v. GREIYES
LISTER
REID
BORDNER

W. Dm-rn
FRITSCH
F ANCOURT
S.

I-loLT

ACTIVE
JAMES

CHAPTER
C. ArrcmNSON

,vARREN

"'ILLIA~l

LISTER

KATZAN1JOYER

ROBERT

CHANDLEE,
F.

JonN

0.

HAYNES

GEORGE

JOHN

L.

MERCER

,VALTER

BALDWIN,

REUBE

KENWORTHY

,v~r.n. J\1rnDLEswART
Jo11N

B.

FARRELL

KENNETH

,VALTER

BROADHEAD

FRANC'JS

ROBERT

ALDERMAN

JR.

J\fomous
JR.

BooTir
L.

GAFFNEY
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PHI PSI HOUSE

Phi Psi Active

Chapter Roll

Alpha-Philadelphia
Delta-Bradford
Textile School,
Durfee Textile
School, Fall River, :Mass.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Eta-North
Beta-Kew Bradford Textile School,
Carolina State College,
Raleigh, N. C.
New Bradford, Mass.
Theta-Georgia School of TechGarnma-Lowell Textile chool,
nology, Atlanta, Ga.
Lowell, 1\fass.
Iota-Clemson College, Clemson, S. C.
ALUMNI CHAPTER ROLL
Boston-Boston, Mass.
Providence-Providence,
New Yorl.:-Kew York City
Utica-Utica, :N. Y.
Philadelphia-Philadelphia,
Pa.
Chicago-Chicago, Ill.
Fall River-Fall River, Mass.
Greenville-Greenville, S. C.
Charlotte-Charlotte, S. C.
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DELTAPHI PSI
Founded at Philadelphia Textile School 1901

OFFICERS

FELIX

V i'ce-President
NORMAN

I.

FRIDLINGTOK

President
A. BEKZONI
Secretary and Treasurer
DONALD

PASSl\lORE
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SIGMA PHI TAU
Alpha Chapter
Founded at the Philadelphia Textile School 1915
Sigma Phi Tau Quarterly
Incorporated 1917-Publication
CHAPTERS

ACTIYE
TEXTILE

.Alpha-PmLADELPHIA

Beta-NEw

BEDFORD

TEXTILE

Alumni-XE"'

YoRK

1\1Ass.

BEDFORD,

XEw

SCHOOL,
TEXTILE

Gamma-BRADFORD-DURFEE

PA.

PmLADELPlllA,

Sc1100L,

ScrrooL,

1\1Ass.

RIVER,

FALL

C'1TY

Ol<'FICERS
SAJ\'I AMSTERDAM

Councilor
Excheq11er

Vice-Councilor

Z.

HAROLD

RoD~IAN

ACTI\'E

ROBERT
AR

LOVINS

TOLD KoPPLEMAN

HAROLD
SEYMORE
SAMUEL
FREDRICK
ARNOLD

s. RODMAN
J. COHEN
G. LEWIS
B.

CHAPTER

N.

BERNARD

ABRAHAM

FREIDMAN

R.

NORMAN

D.

KERMO

SOLOMON
TG

BRODER

BRAM

BERNARD

lRVI

SUGARMAN

A.

ROBERT
DALE

KNOBLER

LAWINE

SYDNEY

LEOPOLD

E.

KNOBLER

Corresponding Scribe

Al\lSTERDAM

VICTOR

N.

BERNARD

Recording Scribe

SAM

KoPPLR~rAN

ARNOLD

UGAR~IAN

ROBERT

J.

H

BERKOWITZ

RosoNTHALE
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One Guess Out of Three

A Certain

Party
You Hollered
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Sunny Phila.

There's Money •
Chickens
m

(?) Jr.

Just Freshman
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,vho's Who

TEXT!
LECROWFOOTSOCIETY

CROWFOOT HONORARY SOCIETY

T

UE Crowfoot Honorary Society is composed

of the most outstanding students of the
school who h,we served the school athletically and
scholastically.

CRmYFOOT HOKOR.\.H.Y SOCfETY
Ilonorary

R.

Jlember

-

R1c11ARD

w. BAIXES

\\'ALTER

T.

BROADHEAD

T'ice-President

President
ALVJX

S. Cox

\VILLIA;\I

ROWLAND

LISTER

Chairman, Social Committee

, ecretary and Treasurer
::\I1cnAEL
Jom,

~lAKSIM

Cm,RRY
BE~ZOXI

FELIX

REID

LESLEY
GEORGE
JOJlN

B.

JonN

0.

ROBERT

GRIEYES
FARRELL
HAYNES
DYER
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PHI PSI
President

Jonx 0.

DELTA PHI PSI
President
FELJX
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A.

BENZONI

HAYNES

DELTA KAPPA PHI
President
:i\IARSJIALL

RAMSEY

SIGMA PHI TAU
President
SAl\[

Al\JSTERDAJ\f
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ANALYSIS

Editor
RALPH

w. BAINES

Associate Editor
Circulation Manager
FELIX

Page One hundred

A.

BENZONI

Advertising & Business
111anager
JOHN B. FARRELL

STAFF

.1ssociate Advertising
Manager
HOBERT

T.

ROWLAND

JR.

Art

Hinnor and Photography
ALVIN"

c. BOGER,

\\'1LLJAl\I

J. LISTER
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Class President
FELIX

Club President
MICHAEL
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THE TEXTILECLUB
OFFICERS

R.

President
Vice-President
Secretary
BROADHEAD,
,VALTER
Treasurer
DALE R. FRIEDMAN,
X. KNOBLER, First Year Director
BERXARD
3RD, Second Year Director
,VALT E. FANTOURT,
}'ELIX A. BExzoxr, Third Year Director
M1c11AEL

XoR~JAN

M:AKSnr,

FRIDLINGTON,

T JS through the Textile Club the students are able to enjoy a little diversion from their school work. This organization is wholly supported by
the students themselves who elect annually an administrative body whose
duty it is to see that everything with"n scope of the club is brought before its
members.
All athletic actiYities are dependent on the club for financial support ::nd
most of the social events held are sponsored by it.
When entering the threshold of the club room, one' attention is immediately
focused on the main attraction, the pool tables. To mention some of the trick
shots accomplished by the boys would cover a few pages. In order that those
of superior ability may demon trate their skill a tournament is held each year
with an award for the victor.
As one continues his scrutiny of the room he notes the earnest conversation
and good-natured banter between Profs and students, for it is here where everybody gets together and often form im·al uable friendships. Around various
tables will be gathered those card fiends who seem to haunt the place from morn
till night. To hear the shouts of achievement and the groans of the less fortunate
and most all the advice given out would indicate the interest taken.
To wander more about one would stubble upon those silent followers of chess
and checkers, methodically planning their course of attack.
Failing to notice the well stocked library of current periodicals would be
hard, for there are always some keeping tabs on the latest developments in textiles
and other enjoying fiction and humor from various popular magazines.
Off in the distance may be heard the strains of an orchestra and further
for those
search will bring to light a victro a which furnishes entertainment
inclined.
musically
The walls of this room warrant the inspection of everyone for it is there the
numerous events that our teams, in the past, have won, are indicated by many
plaque and banners, while in an offset on one side a case is filled with gleaming
trophies.
As one leaves the club room, the part this organization plays in every student's
school and after life, is brought out and it is earnestly hoped that the undergraduates will grasp the various opportunities and benefits offered to them.

l[
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AnnualTextileClubDance

T

HE night of nights-for it was that eventful evening of Friday, December
4, 1931, of the Textile Club Dance.
An observant person woul<l note the constant stream of gay youths and
maidens entering the prota!s of the Rittenhouse Hotel.
To attest for the social success of this annual event would not be difficult
for smiling faces and joyous persons were encountered all night long. A few of
our school alumni and Professors were there to see that everyone was in the
proper "spirits."
The enticing rhythm of the orchestra accounted for the crowded dance
floor and the novel way the numerous hits of the day were presented was a treat.
As the zero hour approached the boys fairly outdid themselves and when the
strains of the last melody had floated away it ,vas unanimously agreed that
Colonel Feder and Orchestra were hot syncopators.
We offer to the Dance Committee the credit due them for securing uch a
fine orchestra and pleasant surroundings and hope in the future years that the
success of this gala occasion will be as great as this one.
The committee, headed by Norman Fridlington, was composed of Farrell.
Benzoni, and Middleswart.

THEPOOLTOURNAMENT

T

H_ERE was, as usual, a very exciting ~n~ close pool tourna~ent this_ year
with a well matched. final between 1obm and Schang, with the wmner
leading but by a few points. Schang showed a fine technique in his plays
but was unable to break Tobin's precision an<l thus Tobin won the glories but left
to Schang a good start for the next year's tourney. The result was somewhat of a
surprise to the student body for Tobin seldom holds a cue in the club. Games and
races are like this, there is always a dark horse that sneaks up to the lead and
walks over the tape that seemed sold at odds. The trick shots that were displayed,
however, muffled any murmur as to a spurt of luck, for both were in rare form and
played the game that is not touched by novices.
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C & D HISTORY
(Continued from page 51)

Bertolet, ,valter, and Goodavage carried on. Their efforts were for the purpose
of putting on the finishing touches to our work as well as adYi ing and guiding
us through our difficulties.
Mr. Bertolet took charge in Dyestuff Chemistry, which is advanced Organic
Chemistry in a special line, while l\fr. Goodavagc enlightened us in "The Finishing of Textiles" and gave us many a good bit of advice in that line. ::\Ir. Walter
continued with our work, namely, in Technical Analysis and Textile Chemistry.
There was no loafing around, to be sure, in any of our classes. Our work
was most interesting and we all strived to get ahead. Dyestuffs were made in
the organic laboratory as well as the analysis of organic substances such as dyes,
soaps, and finishes, while in the dyehouse we tried our hand at Printing and Advanced Dyeing.
There were many other duties placed on our shoulders and we did our best
A few of these duties were the
to make these outstanding accomplishments.
arrangement of the "Freshman "·elcome Dance," and preparation for TuE
ANALYSIS,graduation, rings, and many other little things. ,ve were a very
busy lot and soon as exams were completed and our marks were posted, commencement came and went like a flash of lightning.
Thus we completed our course at dear old P. T. S. Again ,ve are Freshmen
in life but we take with us memories or three most pleasant years to spur us onward to make the Textile Industry the hest of all.
GEORGE DECXYF, JR.,
Class II istorian.

WHO SOLD,Haynes that "Fedora"?
Rowland his sweaters?
Baines his ties?
Farrell his "Hair Suit"?
Churry his knickers?
Koppelman his shirt ?
Pansy his carnation?
Alderman his "Baseball Suit"?
•
Kelly hi suspenders?
Ramsey hi "Promoters' suit"?

:Martone his Yests?
Gerston the Sport shoes?
:Fritch his "round-trip" ticket?
Beebe the "Rar-rah" pants?
Benzoni his hair tonic?
it?u
Jaslow the "Glimmering"
Sugerman his "Garboon" hat?
Broadhead his car?
Boger his mystery stories?
Decnyf the "Golden Glint"?

I

a

RICHARDS. COX
Financial Adviser

A

S A financial adviser, Mr. Cox has been a boon to sports. Hi
interest in student activities shows his lasting youth, and we as
students here wish to thank him for his engineering of affairs so that
successful athletics can be had in such a small student body.
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ELMER
C. BERTOLET
Athletic

Adviser

lfT

SEEMS as if Mr. Bert~let was born with_the sport~ of th~ s~hool.
he has been relieved of some duties as adviser, his mterest, as one of us, is manifest in every sport. It is with his good advice
that we have the success we do and always have had.

1ll Though
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BASKETBALL
ASKETBALL is a major sport of the school, with
a school backing like no other sport. Textile has
been regarded as a leader in competition with other
schools of greater enrollment in the City League.
This year a very heavy chedule was played. The pirit,
at least, was a great success. Captain Grieves and 1\Ianager
Lister as leaders took on a num her of new teams, winning
from several and lo ing to some by a bare margin.
The regular team composed of Johnston, Grieves, Gerand Chandlee showed wonderful
ston, Katzenmoyer
physique in standing up under the terrible burden of ometimes three game a week. Considering that the team wa
for the most part composed of new material from all points
of the compass, some playing under wholly new rules, the
results were marvelous. Everyone looks to a very promising year ahead, for there were an excellent group of substitutes out this year. And again when we enter the tourney,
may the team bring back another cup to the club.

]B
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TRACK
ATHER than forecast what the future will bring in
track, we are determined to record what has been
accomplished and hope that this year's team will
become victorious while this book is at press.

)R

It has almost become a habit for the track teams to
bring back first honors from the annual Pennsylvania Relay
Carnival at Franklin Field. It would seem strange indeed,
the morning after the races were there not a cup or trophy
to take its place among the many others in the club room.
A noteworthy record has been made by the hard fighting
teams in the past years and the whole school can be justly
proud of every graduate and undergraduate who made the
records possible.
The 1931 track team under Captain Koerber brought
home the trophy with the aid of Passmore, Culbertson, and
Row and a teammates.
The track team shows wonderful promise under Captain
Rowland.
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TENNIS

lf

HE 1931 Tennis Team had a very successful

season and started with a bang. As Manager
Mott did not outrate his team when he promised
that they would come out on top.
There was a great difficulty in securing courts but
finally this obstacle was done away with and a good
schedule was drawn up. Captain Whitin's team was
very successful.
This year's, 1932, Team shows new talent with a
very good support, under Captain Churry. The members that have showed up so far this year are, Goldsmith, Schramm, Jourolman, Hintermaier,
Cohen,
Rosenthal,
Berkowits,
Kauffman,
Gerston, Reid,
Mobius, Churry, and Dyer.
It is hoped that courts conveniently located will be
secured so that the fellows will have a full amount of
practice so that the pennants will be renewed from
this sport.
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BASKETBALL
GEROGE

TRACK
ALVIN

GRIEVES

TENNIS
JonN CmrnRY
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T.

ROWLAND

FAMOUS

"LINES,,

I never let other fellows do this.
Just once that's all.
You said that was why you loved me.
You're so different.
I wouldn't hurt you for the world.
Good night, sweet.
I've got a guilty conscience.
You said it was love.

Toum-r LucK
He tried me on the sofa,
He tried me on the chair
He tried me on the window sill,
But he couldn't get it there.
He tried me laying on the couch,
I stood against the wall;
I even sat upon the floor
It wouldn't work at all.
He tried it this and that way,
Oh! how I did laugh;
To see how many times he tried
To get my photograph.
Page One Hundred Twenty
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Boger-"Hey,
teller.

Benzoni,

lenrl me

your

heat

g}
\

When Beebe first came to Philadelphia he
thought that he would visit the Historical
places and stopped to a k directions from a
policeman.
"Can you tell me where the Betsy Ross
house is?"
The cop eyed him suspiciously. "You a
tranger here," he said.
"Yes."

"I t'ought so," said the officer.
place has been closed long ago."

"Thim

me, or I'll drink poison tonight!"
Baines-"l\1arry
gosh, where's the party?"
(?)-"My

were out with my wife last night.
Enraged Husband-"You
she?"
idea, old boy, I'm afraid I mislaid her."
Sugar Daddy-"Ko

Now where is

Cu tom Official (holding up two bottles)-" I thought you said you had only
wearing apparel in this trunk? What about these bottles?"
those are my husband's nightcaps."
Lady-"Oh,
Page One llundred Twenty-one

Mary-"l
hear Fannie was down to the wreck of the good ship Mary Ann.
Did she say whether or not any of the sailors were picked up?"
Ann-" Yes, she said she saved a Petty Officer for Saturday night."

A colored girl was taken before the court and charged with
being a public nuisance.
"What's your name and address?" questioned the Judge.
"What am de diff'rence, Jedge?" replied the colored girl.
"Yo' wouldn't call on me no how."

Bertolet-"Knobler,
you haven't any imagination."
Kelly-"You're
wrong, I have a very good imagination,-but
one."

Pulled wool is wool that is stretched to make it longer,-according

it's a dirty

to Boger.

"Leaf Fibres" are obtained either directly or indirectly from a leaf.
worm is fed on mulberry leaves,-thus silk is a leaf fibre.

"Rippling"

is a process to put lumps in fibre .

"Rippling"

is the water rippling over fibres.
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A silk
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REGULAR

TAKE-OFF

"Of course I love you, Tom," and she took off her

f_.:J~,
-~

sh~'\es, we will get married someday, Tom," and she
took off her stockings. "We will have the sweetest
little bungalow," and she took off her sport s,veater.
1 ...,....;_,_-,, ""We will have a lot of little flower beds," and she took
(,
off her skirt. "Tom, dear, why can't we be married in
the spring when all the world is filled with laughter?"
__ [
.. ,
and she took off her cami ole. "If you prefer the fall, I
~prefer it too, because we are as one, weetheart," and
she took off her petticoat, because she wa an old-fashioned girl. "Tom dear, tell
me once more that you love me," and she removed the la t ve tage of clothing.
"Tom honey, I better say good-night, for I have to get up early in the morning.
Sweet dreams," and she hung up the receiver.

It has been questioned why it is that no freshman ever gets into a pinochle
game, or know any girls on the other side of the building, or ever win at pool?

Someone asked if, incidentally, has everyone heard the Mills Brothers
"Tiger Rag"?

smg

Soft moonlight on the lake. Soft,
pale, glimmering moonlight-and
the
water was dark and black and deep and
mysterious. Only two were in the canoe,
and the paddles were not in use, so that
we had our arms free for other purposesand, being young and hardy and free and
foolish, we used them.
Suddenly we
heard a noise, and a motorboat appeared. We started to paddle and tried to appear
nonchalant, but it was no use: we were overhauled and fined and severely reprimanded,-for fishing at night,
Page One Thmdred Twenty-three

SAYINGS

Alderman-Now looket here.
Farrell-I don't want to change the conversation, butMcCool-It's
five minutes past eight.
Baines-J anoit?
Broadhead-Gee,
I'm tired.
Rowland-I'm
sorry.
Churry-Sure,
but why?
Fridlington-Hey,
looket.
Boger-Have I got a hot tip.
Knobler-Are you serious Mr.--?
Ramsey-According
to Reading Time, it is--.

Things we'd like to see at Textile:
Prof. Walters loafing.
Martone busy in Chem. Lab.
A pool game between Jaslow and Hintermaier.
Harmony in the Third Year Chem. Lab.
A pair of roller skates for Prof. Theil.
A bed of roses around the H 2S Generator.
New pinochle cards in the club.
Kauffman listening to a "shady" tale.
Fancourt's dye sample book.
Prof. Walters stuttering during a lecture on molds.
Broadhead corning in at 8 :45 A. M.

The Saturday Night Club will meet this week at the Bijou
8 :00 A. M., instead of at the Trocadero.
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ADVERTISERS

In Appreciation

of the

Advertisers
wE,

THE staFf of

the "Analysis",

here wish

to express our thanks to the advertisers for
their co-operation
possible.
look

We

forward

in helping

to make this volume

hope that in the future they will
to this publication

and number us

among their business friendships, as they have been
established with
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us.
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The Staples

The Latest Specialties

We Have Them All

DYESTUFF
GENERAL
CORPORATION
230 Fifth Avenue

New York,N. Y.

~\

A\ ~~If IIIEILII)

1

1131LIEA\~CIH
1Ell2""
MANSFIELD,MASS.

NEW YORKOFFICE
40 WORTH STREET

Defiance

Bleachery

Finishers

of

Fine Yarn Fabrics

BARROWSYILLE,MASSACHUSETTS
U.S. A.
JOSEPH B. WARNE, Agent
40 WORTH STREET
- NEW YORK -

Defiance Sales Corporation
MANUFACTURERS

AND

IMPORTERS

El MathematicalInstruments
El DrawingMaterials
El Architects'and Engineers'Supplies

1214

ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Boger&Crawford
Spinners
Dyers
Mercerizers
Bleachers

4-2 to 140-2
Combed Peeler

40-2 to 200-2
Combed Sea Island

J and

East Venango

Philadelphia,

Sts.

Pa.

Finest Mercerized
Yarn Spinners
in
America

Spinning Mills
Lincolnton,

N.

C.

ROYLE
MACHINES
FOR
CUTTING
LACING

PIANO MACHINES,both foot and
power operated, for cutting from
the design.
LACINGMACHINES,whichpunch
lace holesand lace cardsintopacks
automatically.
REPEATING MACHINES, automatic

REPEATING

punch

entire card at a single stroke.

an

Hand

operated machine for single cards.

JACQUARD CARDS
AND

machines which

CIRCULARHOSE LOOMS, made
in several sizes and types.

WEAVINGSEAMLESS
FABRICHOSE

[Printed

matter gladly sent upon request]

(as used for Fire and gasoline
service)

We Urge You to
Visit

the

Royle Factory Showroom

John Royle and Sons
PATERSON,NEW JERSEY

at Paterson

The Calco Chemical Co., Inc. has for many
years been recognized as one of the outstanding producers of essential Intermediates
which go into the manufacture of a wide
range of Dyestutfs.
Calco has during the past two years
greatly extended its manufacture of Dyestutfs
due to numerous consolidation and now has
a rather complete line in the following color
groups to otfer:
DIRECT - ACID BASIC - CHROME
SULPHUR - VAT - SPECIALTIES
Our laboratories are equipped to render
technical assistance and advice to all industries
engaged in color work.

The Calco ChemicalCo.
INCORPORATED
A unit of American Cyanamid Company

BOUND BROOK, N. J.
Boston .

Philadelphia

.

New York

.

Charlotte

A LOOM
for every woven fa bric
EoM the narrowest lingerie ribbon, a
fraction of an inch in width, to 480-inch wide felt-from
carpet-from
a tissue nainsook to a thick luxurious
softest cotton, silk or vegetable fibres, to harsh threads
the textile,
asbestos and even metal-whatever
-linen,
& Knowles Loom
for whatever purpose, the Crompton
Works design and build looms especially adapted to its
weaving.
Through the years new looms have been designed
devices added to closer approximate
and perfected-new
DependabiliLy,
ideal efficiency for varied purposes.
features.
and economy are outstanding
endurance,
the
requirements,
weaving
your
Whatever
& Knowles Loom Works are ready with
Crompton
supply parts ready
complete weaving equipment-with
the will to serve.
for emergency-and

T
CROMPTON

&

KNOWLES

WORCESTER,
PROVIDENCE.
e.B.ALEXANDEJ\,

R.I.

PHILADELPHIA.PA.
Seuth•r,.M•,.•·•r

LOOM

WORKS

MASS.
ALLENTOWN,
•••••CH/It.A.LOTTE•

PA.

PATERSON.

N,J.
N.C.

CO. \..,--.
THREAD
R.J.EDERER
PHILADELPHIA,

p A

. (

Flax Spinners
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Qualitlj

Linen Threads

YARNS
"IT'S

AN

E D E R E R
SHOE THREADS
QUALITY
PRODUCT"
HARNESS THREAD

JACQUARD TWINE

COLOl2
Never

had the power

has color

sales as it does today.
tile

More

to influence

clothing,

more tex-

fabrics for use in the home are being sold

simply because color has a universal sales appeal.
in the textile field are aware of a

Manufacturers

demand

among consumers for

rapidly

growing

color.

In many instances color

sufficient-the

alone

is not

colors must be fast.

Du Pont dyes are available

which

fill this requirement,

dyes which

fabrics the enduring

color

satisfactorily

impart to textile

qualities

the public

is

coming to expect.

REG. u. s. PAT.orf.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.
Dyestuj/s
WILMINGTON

Division
DELAWARE

BOTANY
WORSTED
MILLS
I

PASSAIC
NEW JERSEY

A Complete
Textile Organization

SPINNING

•

WEAVING
DYEING
AND

FINISHING

SHOWROOMS
NEW YORK
200 FIFTH A VENUE

~OSSlllE
VlElVlEl,

COMPANY

Mystic
Connect tcut

One

Hundred and Twelve Years• Experience
is Behind
worth

Every

Butter-

Machine

ScoRES

of concerns finishing
fabrics of all sorts are constantly
using Butterworth 's experience to
find the answer to their individual
problems.
Butterworth

Concerns not now making use of
Butterworth complete engineering
service are invited to do so.

Im-

proved 3-Roll Silk
Calender. Delivery
side opposite motor
drive.

Made

Machines

by

Butterworth

Raw Stock Machines
Roll Machines
Sanforizing Ranges
Scutchers
Sewing Machines
Singeing Machines
Sizing,
Drying
and
Beaming
Machines for carpet yarns
Skein Machines for dyeing wool,
worsted slubbing, and cotton,
for bleaching cotton, scouring
wool and worsted yarn
Skein Machines for silk, mercerized cotton and artificial silk
Sizing Machines for warps
Soaping Machines
Special Machines designed for
clients
Special Machines
for Sulphur
dyeing
Sprinkling Machines
Suqeezers
Strainers, color
Suction Box, Farrell
Tenters, (Straight, Automatic, Silk,
Return, Vibratory)
Washers
Winders

Ageing Machines
Atomizers
Boiling Machines for warps
Calenders
Cell Driers for Rubber Fabrics
(oilers for Warps
Continuous Kier
Crabbing Machines for Worsteds
Dyeing Machines
Drying Machines
Expanders, Farrell
Finishing Machines for Silk
Finishing Machines for Webbing
Garment Dyeing Machines
Guiders, Foxwell
Hosiery Dyeing Machines, Rotary,
lift type, non-lift type, and
paddle wheel types
Jiggs
Kettles, Color
Liming Machines
Mangles, Tommy Dodd
Mangles, Starch
Mangles, Water
Mixers
Padding Machines
Pasting Plates
Presses, Hydraulic

H. W. BUTTERWORTH
& SONS COMPANY, Established
PHILADELPHIA,
PLANTS
New England Office:
TURKS HEAD BUILDING
Providence, R. I.

•

1820

PA.

at PHILADELPHIA
and BETHAYRES,
Southern Office:
JOHNSTON
BUILDING
Charlotte, N. C.

PA.
In Canada:
\V. J. WESTA'A>AY

Hamilton,

CO.

Ontario

•

BurTERWOmI1Hl
RnishingMA.CHINEJllY
A COMPLETE

LINE

OF FINISHING

MACHINERY

FOR

THE

TEXTILE

INDUSTRY

COST CUTTERS FOR TEXTILE MILLS
AJ.iEAIC~M1

rwEDGBELT

~

PULLEYS

Pressed from steel-" American''
Wedgbelt Pulleys offer that perfect balance, positive accuracy,
velvet smooth groove surface and
light weight so essential to the effiand long
ciency, dependability
life of V-Belt Drives.

PATltNTltO

The Pressed Steel Shafting Pulleys
and Hangers that are preferred by
modern plant operators. 7 million
of these light, strong, durable,
well-engineered transmission units
have been put to work by American Industry. A large proportion
of this number have gone into
better textile mills.

~,a.

u .•.

PATENT

or-FICII

"American" Pressed Steel Warper
and Slasher Beam Heads are light,
rigid, strong, true, smooth surfaced and practically indestructA great forward step in
ible.
welBeam Head construction
comed by the leaders in the textile
industry.

"American" Sprucolite Motor and
Machine Pulleys combine maximum belt traction with lighter
weight, longer wearing crown and
edges, perfect balance and a new
which permit their
dependability
use on the most difficult heavy
duty drives.

AfftEAIC~tJ

r

Pressed Steel Hand
"American"
Trucks are "built to wear without
Light, strong, wellrepair.
balanced - they roll easily on
true-running wheels.

•

~ ~
PULLEYS

THE

RllQ.

AMERICAN
4200 WISSAHICKON

A VE.

PULLEY

U, S.

PATENT

OFF1CS.

COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

DA VIS & FURBER MACHINE CO.
TTTTTTTTTTTTTl"T

1832-"0ne

Hundred Years of Service"-1932

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

Card Clothing, Carding Machines for Woolen,
Worsted, Mohair,
Asbestos, Cotton Waste, Flax
Waste, Jute Waste, Silk Waste and Shoddy.
Garnett Breasts, Tape Condensers, Double and
Triple Apron Rubbs, Nappers for Cotton, Woolen
and Knit Goods, Fearnought Pickers.
/~i,,g Spinning

Frame for Wool, elc.-(.\Jodel

B)

Spinning Mules for any stock which can be spun on
the woolen principle.
Ring Spinning Frames for Wool and Other materials.
Full line of Wool Pickers, Wool Openers, Rag
Pickers, Dusters, Twisters, Bobbin Winders, Dressers,
Reels, Beamers, Spoolers, etc.
Well-made Woolen and Worsted Machinery.

60"x60"

Double Finisher Card Equipped with
Single A pron Tape Cond •,isu

Catalogues completely describing the items in which
you are interested will be gladly sent on request.

NORTHANDOVER, MASS.

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

A\~\IE 11:2111CA\~
ll)~IEilrlU If If
ll2IE11)10
ll27rIE11:2
OFFICIAL

PUBLICATION

OF THE

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TEXTILE
CHEMISTSAND COLORISTS

..........
HOWESPUBLISHING
COMPANY
440 FOURTH A VENUE, NEW YORK CITY
LOUIS

A. OLNEY,
Editor

Sc.D.

A. P. HOWES
Pub I isher

Howland Croft, Sons & Co.
Linden
Worsted Mills

Established
r

1880

SAMUEL

G. CROFT

HAROLD

S. BOTTOMLEY

GORDON

F. BOTTOMLEY

HOWLAND
LEWIS

Manufacturers of

Fine Worsted

W. BOTTOMLEY

S. PORTER

Yarns in the Grey and in All
Weaving and Knitting

Colors

for

..............
Office and Mills: BROADWAY AND JEFFERSON A VE.,

''If it's made of

CAMDEN, N. J.

COTTO~

ask Hunter''
A

simple

well-known

Our knowledge

phrase that has long ably

expressed

of all markets

Our close study of the Industry's problems
Our contacts with converters, finishers, manufacturers and
the Trade in general.
In these economic times, this phrase is more significant than ever

tiU,-.T~V
MA.,-.Ut=A.CTUVl,-..6 & COMMl§§IO,-.
58 and 60 Worth

Street, New York

CO.

Utica Willowvale Bleaching Co.
CHADWICKS, N. Y.
NEW YORK OFFICE: 40 WORTH STREET

Bleachers
Mercerizers
Dyers
~ Finishers of Cotton Piece Goods, also
Cotton and Rayon Fabrics

__________

/

1870

INCORPORATED

Manufacturers

♦

1932

WORCESTER, MASS.

of

WOOL SPINNING MACHINERY
ROVING WINDERS
BOBBIN WINDERS
Engraving Machines for Engraving Plants
Pantographs for Engraving Plants
Turning Lathes for Engraving Plants

Polishing Lathes for Engraving Plants
Enlarging Cameras for Engraving Plants
Ruling Machines for Engraving Plants

Nicetown

Dye Works
DYERSOF

WORSTEDAND WOOLEN YARNS
WORSTEDTOP AND WOOL RAW STOCK

Office and Works

ORTHODOX

AND

BELGRADE

BRIDESBURG,

PHILA.,

STREETS
PA.

Established 1876

The Hellwig Silk Dyeing Co.
•1 SKEINSILK AND
•1 RAYON DYEING
•1 PIECEWEIGHTING
COMLY ST. AND DELAWARE A VE.
PHILADELPHIA

•1 DYEING
•1 PRINTINGAND

Branch:

9TH AND BUTTONWOOD STREETS

•1 FINISHING

Bleaching,

Dyeing,

Washing,

Fulling

and

Scouring Machinery
"Slack Loop"
"Auto-Flow-Trol"
Wood

Systems
Kiers

Rolls

Metal

Rubber Rolls

Rolls

Brush Rolls

Draw, Drum and Open Bar Reels
WATER

"'

POWER

(

I

Rodney

EQUIPMENT/

Hunt

Machine

Co.

55 Mill Street, Orange, Mass., U. S. A.

T

New York and Philadelphia, U. S. A.
Hamilton and Montreal, Canada

LOGWOOD BLACK

•

•

•

•

Depth of Shade

•

Quality

Possesses
[

of Tone

Fullness and Bloom
These desirable qualities are unchangeable under
all conditions

of light

Consult our laboratories

•

on technical

Production
Cost Lowest

l)~~WOOU
MAIN

OFFICE: 100 EAST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

questions

AND
SCOURING
CARBONIZING OF
WOOL AND NOILS

& Levering

Eavenson

Co.

READING COMPANY SIDINGS
NEW JERSEY

CAMDEN

I

Depainting of Wool and
1 Noils a Special Feature
of Our Business

,_ ____________

IIN THE future, as in the past, you may look to

Scott & Williams, Inc., for those new machine
developments which help to make knitting an t(_ ~ I
MAC
absorbingly interestingart.
FOR
AND

ESTABLISHED

1865

INCORPORATED

366 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

T T I ~ (;
t-JI ~ ~ 1:2.,.,

HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR

For Knitter, Throwster, Mercerizer, Bleacher, Dyer
and Finisher
in the Textile
IndustrySoaps for scouring and fulling
Softeners for every purpose
Sulphonated (Soluble) Oils all
strengths- all types

Dyeing and Penetrating Oils
Wool Oils - Worsted Oils
Knitting, Silk and Rayon Oils
Hosiery Finishes and &roops

A complete servicewhich includes laboratoryco-operationin the solution of special problems in individual plants and the development of special products for special needs.

LAUREL

SOAP

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

INCORPORATED

WM. H.

t}

MER

BERTOLET

& SoNs

..

..

2612 E. Tioga Street, Philadelphia

since1<)o9(g

Textile Treatme~ialtsts

BALIBAN

IN
p H

0

T O

G

R A

P H y

101O CHESTNUTSTREET
PHILADELPHIA

•

OfficialPhotographersfor
The ANALYSIS and the
Classof 1932
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS

r
MUSEUM

PENNSYLVANIA

OF

ART

OFFICERS
ELI KIRK PRICE,President
J. STOGDELLSTOKES
WILLIAM M. ELKINS
Vice-Presidents
JULIUS ZIEGET, Secretary

GIRARD TRUSTCO., Treasurer

THOMAS H. WILLSON, AssistantTreasurer

THE SCHOOL
EDMONDSON HUSSEY, Principal

THE MUSEUM

EDWARD W. FRANCE
Director of the PhiladelphiaTextile School

FISKEKIMBALL, Director
Memorial Hall, FairmountPark

THOMAS H. WILLSON, Registrar

,..
Compliments

of
Hurlox Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Rockaway,

New Jersey

Also Machines for
Brushing
Boiling
Decating
Dewing
Doubling
Examining
Finishing
Gigging
Inspecting
Kaumegraphing
Lustering
Measuring
Napping
Packaging
Perching
Picking

COTTON!SHEAR

•
Parks & Woolson

Machine

===1

Polishing
Pumicing
Rolling
Sanding
Shearing
Shrinking
Sponging
Spot Proofing
Steaming
Stretching
Teaseling
Tigering
Trademarking
Waxing

Weighing
Winding
Yardnumbering

Company

SPRINGFIELD

VERMONT

Aberfoy le Manufacturing
Company
Dyers, Bleachers, Gassers

Mercerized

Yarns

FINETEXTILEFABRICS
Main Office
123 SO. BROAD
PHILADELPHIA

"""
ST.

Mills
CHESTER, PA.
BELMONT, N. C.

CO ..

& fOSrfE~

IHIA~l

Dyers and Finishers

of

WOOLENS AND WORSTEDFABRICS
Woven and Knitted
EMERALD AND YORK STREETS
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

S,1ccessors to
FIRTH & FOSTER CO.
Organized 1868

HART DYEING CO.
Organized 1921

CAST IRON PARTS
BREAK
TOO FREQUENTLY
USE

''H.F. L.''
(REG.

IMPROVED

TRADE

MARK)

LOOM REPAIR

PARTS

H.F. LIVERMORE CO.
BOSTON
ALLENTOWN, PA.

PHILADELPHIA,
PATERSON, N. J.

PA.

A. WIMPFHEIMER & BRO.
NCO

RPO

RATED

e

VELVETS

e

VELVETEENS

e

CORDUROYS

450-460 FOURTH A VENUE
NEW YORK CITY

WoLF

JACQUES
MANUFACTURING

CHEMISTS

PASSAIC,

&Co.

AND L"IPORTERS

N. J.

«A Chemical Product for Every Purpose»
SILK

e

In Processing

WOOL

RAYON
COTTON

Our constant goal ...
to serve you.
Let us help you with your probletns

1s

ul

Philadelphia
BEST

BY TEST

MANUFACTURERS

OF FELTS

Felts
FOR ALL

PURPOSES

MECHANICAL

PAPER l\fAKERS' FELTS FOlt ALL
GRADES Ot' PAPER
Second and Third Press
Ground Wood Felts
Felts, "Philadelphia"
Sulphite and Sulphate
Pick Up Felts
Pulp Felts
MECHANICAL t'ELTS, CYLINDER WET FELTS
FOR ALL PURPOSES
Roller E'elts
Worsted Mills

Laundries
Lithographers

Felt Punching Manufacturers

Felts }'or
Thread

Cabinet ~Ianufacturers
:\lanufacturers
\Vall Paper 1\lanufacturers

Glazed Kid Manufacturers
Lace Manufacturers
Felts
ltubblng
otlon i\lills
Tanners
Printers

Molleton

Palmer Dryer Blankets
WE MAY

BE ABLE

Philadelphia

YOU

TO ASSIST

Felt Company

FRANKFOltD, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
ROBERT M. GulE, Sales i\Ianager

of

Compliment.s

THE
AUDIGER& MEYER

SILKCO.
Manufacturers

of

HighGradeTieSilks

PATERSON,N. J.
K. A. MEYER
President

EDWARD DOERKEN
Treasurer

"A TRAVELERFOR EVERY FIBRE"
UniversalStandardRing Travelers
of Quality

The Bowen Patented
Bevel Edge

TRAVELER

I!

Manufactured

exclusively by

U. S. RING TRAVELER
COMPANY
AMOS M. BOWEN
Treasurer

Providence,R. I.
Greenville, S. C.
FOR SPINNING

AND

TWISTING

Walt's
RESTAURANT
304 SOUTH BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA

~
Where students find service and good food at
any hour.

At new reasonable

prices

& Co.
JohnCampbell

PENDLETON

Established 1876

WOOLEN MILLS

75 HudsonStreet,New York, N. Y.

C. P. Bishop, President
~

American Dyestuff
Manufacturers

Manufacturing a complete line of
Dyestuffs and Oils, Compounds
and Softeners for every branch of
the Textile Industry.

HIGH-GRADE WESTERN
WOOLENS
Suitings
Cloakings
Flannels
Indian Blankets
Bed Blankets
Auto Robes
~

Boston

Branches and Warehouses:
Philadelphia Chicago Providence
Toronto
Seattle

GENERAL SALES OFFICES
346 JeffersonSt., Portland,Oregon
MILLS AT:
Washougal,Wash.
Pendleton, Ore.
Eureka,Calif.

Centre City

Compliments
OF

Luncheonette

Hamilton

NORTHEAST CORNER
BROAD AND PINE STREETS

Piece Dye Works

CATERINGTO STUDENTS

so TO

64 FIRST AVENUE

PATERSON,

N.

J.

IS
OUR SPECIALTY

THE1932

ANALYSIS
has been printed by the

WESTBROOK
Publishing
in a plant
producing

Company

built and equipped
school and college

cations in a neat, prompt
nomical manner.

5800 N. Mervine St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

for

publi-

and eco-

